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Mom defends
son facing
court marshal
Megan Peter
petell93@seattleu.edu
First Lieutenant Erhen Watada is the first
commissioned officer to have publicly re-
fused deployment to participate in the war
in Iraq, making national headlinesand rais-
ing further questions about the military's
views on the occupation. Last Thursday,
his mother, Carolyn Ho, came to campus to
address his refusal to fight, along with many
other issues surrounding the war.
Watada is currently awaiting a military
trial for the charges of missing movement
and contempt toward officials for his
refusal to leave with his troop for Iraq in
June.He is also being charged with conduct
unbecoming of an officer after making a
speech explaining his views at the Veterans
for Peace conference in August.
His appearance at the conferencewas the
last public appearance he has made, but he
continues to work at Fort Lewis until his
fate is decided in a military court.
Since Watada was not able to speak on
his own behalf, Ho showed a clip from
Watada's website in which he explains his
actions.
"I joined [the Army] because I felt a
strong pull of patriotism and duty," said
Watada. "I believed in the government...
and the administration... Since thenI have
found themto both be false."
When Watada first joined the Army he
was placed inKorea, where he was praised
by many ofhis superiors and was given the
option of coming back to the states and
began training for deployment to Iraq.
He did not research about the Iraq war
before making his decision to leave Korea
because he was only concerned about his
"current job. It was after arriving at Fort
Lewis that he began to look at both sides
of the issue and came to the conclusion that
he could not leave for Iraq.
Budget process gets face-lift
to increase communication
Jessica Van Gilder
vangilde@seattleu. edit
With a steady stream of legitimate requests
for more funding, those in charge ofprioritiz-
ing who gets what money at Seattle Univer-
sity are making the process more open.
"I think that a lot of people have said over
the years that they just never understood the
budget process," said Nancy Gerou, assistant
vice president.ofStudent Development, "and
that's been interpreted to mean that there's
something mysterious about and that no one
ever took the time to explain the process to
them."
According to Gerou the clarification comes
from the new vice president for finance and
business affairs, Ron Smith, who has "already
made some changes that just plain make
more sense."
"Our goal is to have this process be
transparent to those who participate in it,"
said Jacob Diaz, assistant vice president of
Student Development.
Anew addition the process this year is the
budget consultations Student Development
has begun holding with all of the depart-
ments it oversees, including programs such
as athletics, residence halls and the health
center.
"Whatwe are doing is asking each of these
areas to talk about three things," said Gerou.
"One is, how is the year going for them- are
they able to do the things they want to be
doing? Secondly, what challenges do they
see in the future, which kind of leads into
then what are they expecting their request to
be for next year's budget, above and beyond
what's currently in their budget."
In the consultations, Gerou - along with
fellow vice presidents Diaz, Michele Mur-
ray and vice president Rob Kelly - advise
student groups about whether or not they
should make the requests discussed.
Students bring Mexican struggle to Seattle
Chris Kissel
kisselc@seattleu. edu
At 8 p.m. on Nov. 9, the first night of a
three-day weekend, about 30 students were
sitting in the lobby of Xavier Hall, watching
the film Granito de Arena. The film, a 60-
minute documentary outlining the plight of
school teachers in Mexico, was being shown
for more than just entertainment.
Thanks to Sarah Dean, a sophomore in-
ternational studies and Spanish major, it was
brought to campus in conjunction withMiguel
Orozco, a speaker from a Seattle grouptrying
to raise awareness about the riots and killings
taking place in the southern Mexican state of
Oaxaca, called Comite Oaxaquena.
"I believe that an injustice anywhere is an
injustice everywhere," said Dean, paraphras-
ing the late Martin Luther King Jr., "And the
more you learn about injustice, the more you
want to stop it."
Dean is among a growing number of SU
students who have become active in raising
awarenessfor the struggle ofOaxacan teachers
and the recent violence that continues there.
They can be seen nearly every day, protesting
outside the Mexican Consulate in Seattle from
12 to 1 p.m.
For roughly 30 years, teachers in Oaxaca
have been protesting their lack ofgovernment
funding in the state capital of Oaxaca City.
Each year, they lead a strike that includes
occupyinga government building; in the end,
that strike always culminates with a small pay
increase.
This year, however, instead ofreceiving the
negligible pay raise, the protestors took part
in riots characterized by unprecedented vio-
lence. After the demonstrationshadbegun, the
federal government deployed a peacekeeping
force to the area. For about five months now,
the teachers andotherdemonstrators havebeen
clashing withpolice officers andfederal troops
in streets across the state.
The tension increased on Oct. 27, when
Brad Will, a cameraman with an independent
media outlet in New York, was killed while
covering an assault by the Mexican military
on a congregation ofprotestors.
For as long as most can remember,
the Mexican government and those they
employ have owned and used the public
school system to create human capital while
siphoning education money to other things.
Most recently, this money has gone towards
paying off massive debts to the International
Monetary Fund.
For justas long, schoolteachers have stood
up to everyone from their state and federal
governments to local warlords to their own
union organizers. They demand for their stu-
dents the free education that is promised by
their constitution.
Sarah Dean, a sophomore international studies andSpanish major, pausesfrom her dailyprotests at the Mexican Consulate.
Men's basketball Jessie DiMariano
undefeated
inpreseason
dimarian@seattleu. edu
Offense, defense - it was
all on the court last weekend
as the Seattle University
men's basketball team won
yet another exhibition game
against Lewis-Clark College,
77-64.
The team shot 50 percent
for the game which allowed
them to maintain a lead over
LCSC throughout the game.
The Redhawks have now
finished off their exhibition
season record of 3-0, and are
well prepared for their 2006-
2007 season.
"Our preseason record
means we have improved each
week and shouldbe ready for
the regular season," said Joe
Callero, head coach.
Freshman guardRicky Berrypivots around a
Northwest University defender.
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A fish free Lent: Seafood going the way of the Dodo
Sean Towey
toweys@seattleu. edu
You know that talking fish hanging in your
grandpa's office?The one that scares the scales
off of you every time you walk by? In forty
years, it could be the symbol representing a
nearly forgotten species.
Last week, The Seattle Times, along with
other major newspapers across the world,
published stories about the controversial find-
ings ofan international groupofecologists and
economists led by Boris Worm of Dalhousie
University in Halifax, Nova Scotia. Worm
claims that if current fishing trends continue,
seafood would face complete and utter extinc-
tion by the year 2048.
IfWorm's predictions come to realization,
the results could be disastrous for Seattle's
economy, which depends heavily on seafood
and would impact the daily lives of future
Seattle University students who enjoy the taste
ofmarine life.
However, not everyone is buying into the
research.
Ray Hilborn, a University of Washington
professor of aquatic and fishery sciences, is
quoted in The Seattle Times as saying, "It's
just mind-boggling stupid. I'm worried about
some areasof the world- like Africa- but other
areas of the world have figured out how to do
effective fishery management."
For a species to "collapse," their catch must
decline by at least 90 percent. The statistics
show that 2,200 species of commercial fish,
or 29 percent, have collapsed, up from six
species in 1950.
Despite intensive fishing, catches have de-
clined by 13 percent since 1994.
It also relates to oureating habits. Americans
have been consuming more and more seafood
lately; 16.6pounds perperson in 2004, up from
15.2 pounds per person in 2000. Seattleites
spent an estimated $100,888,000 on fish and
seafoodproducts in 2003, and are expected to
spend $ 119,657,100 in 2008, according to the
Department ofMarketing and Transportation.
Even rising prices have not curbed consump-
tion.
Scientists are basing their predictions on
these facts. Iffishingand consumption continue
at the rates they are now, then Worm believes
seafood will go the way ofa differentpiece of
meat: the fruit-eating Dodo bird, which went
extinct in the 1600s.
A lack of fish would remove millions of
dollars from the local economy. From tourism
to the restaurant business, almost no aspects
of Seattle life would go untouched. Seattle
University is already feeling the pressures.
Seattle University picks its seafood in con-
junction with a list from the Monterey Bay
Aquarium in Monterey, California. The list,
which highlights the safest and most environ-
mentally aware fish to buy, is becoming smaller
and smallerwith the collapse ofmore and more
species offish. This forces Bon Appetit to pur-
chase their seafood at higher prices.
Bon Appetit, along with many organizations
that serve seafood, has had to warn consumers
of high levels of mercury in some seafood,
especially tuna.
Leon Rumfield, an employee at Cherry
Street, is aware of the impact a lack of fish
would have on Seattle University.
"They won't be able to cook the good food
they serve here," said Rumfield. "They would
have to change most of the menus."
However, Rumfield does not feel that less
people would come to Cherry Street to eat.
"Not everybody likes fish," said Rumfield.
Damian Peterson, a sophomore drama major,
is more worried about his religious practices,
and the impact on the tourism industry.
"It [an extinction ofseafood] wouldcertainly
change how I see Fish Filet Fridays, for Lent,"
said Peterson. "That's going to be difficult for
a Jesuit university. They wouldn't be able to
throw fish at Pike Place Market and play that
on commercials during Seahawks games, and
that's been a big part ofmy life."
Local restaurants have felt the pull as well.
A waitress from Elliott's Oyster House who
wanted her identity to remain anonymous
said that there has definitely been an influx of
customers recently, which she attributes to the
recent article in The Seattle Times.
However, it is not too late to change course,
according to David Helvarg, president of the
Blue Frontier Campaign and the author of
"Blue Frontier - Dispatches from America's
Ocean Wilderness."
"I do believe that people, given the right
information, will act to protect the oceans
and estuaries like Puget Sound that they love
and value," said Helvarg. "When I was last
out there I talked to the Coast Guard Sector
Commander who told me when there was a
small 15 gallon oil spill on the Sound, he was
inundatedby calls from citizens, the media and
local officials wanting to know what they were
doing to clean it up."
However, he noted, such protection is not
universal; after HurricaneKatrina, for example,
over eight million gallons of oil spilled into
the Gulf with very little media attention or
public outcry.
Helvarg supports a combination plan of
"consumer action, regulation, and long-term
planning by the fishing industry,"a plan which
hecalls, "theBLUE plate special." He detailed
the plan in apiece hewrote for arecent edition
ofThe Los Angeles Times (see sidebar).
There may not be that much to worry about
in thePacific Northwest. Most ofSeattle's fish
come from Alaska, where fisheries have been
successful in not overfishing since 1976, when
the federal government made certain areas off
limits and imposed caps.
"Alaska is the place where - for whatever
reason - people early on started to steer away
form the usual approach to over fishing, where
you move on to the next species until you
scrape the bottom ofthe barrel," said Worm.
Jackie Canchola /The Spectator
The tourist-favoredfish on ice at Pike Place Market could become a thing of thepast by
2048 ifcurrent fishing trends continue, according to a controversial recent study.
Feeling "BLUE?"
Designed to help the fishing in-
dustry remain viable for future gen-
erations, the "BLUE plate special"
was outlined in a recent Los Angeles
Times article by author and president
of theBlue Frontier Campaign, David
Helvarg.
"The B stands for 'btiybacks', a
financial commitmentby government
and industry to reduce the size of the
fishing fleet to a sustainable level. In
the United States, we're still dealing
with a surplus of fishing power (nets
in the water) resulting from cheap
government loans and tax incentives
goingback to the Reagan administra-
tion and earlier.
The L is for 'limited entry' which
means only so many people can be
licensed to work in a given fishery or
biological complex of fisheries.
The U is for 'undersea reserves'.
Since 1990, marine scientists have
been saying that 20 percent of the
oceans should be set aside as 'no take'
zones - protected marine wilderness
areas where no fishing, dumping or
drilling would take place, in order to
restore and propagate marine wildlife
and habitat. Although far less than
one percent is now protected, where
these areas do exist, studies are find-
ing them highly effective engines of
biodiversity.
Finally, the E stands for 'enforce-
ment.' We have to make a commit-
ment to provide the resources to law
enforcement services, such as the
Coast Guard, to fund needed patrols.
When it comes to homeland security,
ensuring the world's food supply and
ocean health are as important as se-
curing our ports and waterways."
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So far, according to Gerou, none of
the requests have been illegitimate.
"It is our hope that this process as-
sists organizations in the division in
clarifying their respective goals and
presenting them in the best way to-
wards the end of providing students at
SU with the best services and programs
possible," said Diaz.
At the administrative level, because
Student Development funds take up
only five percent of the university's
budget, Smith then compiles all of the
requests and prioritizes the requests of
colleges and departments based on the
school's needs and mission.
"I'm asking them to try to tie their
budget requests to the goals of the insti-
tution," said Smith. "We try to identify
those projects and requests that best
move forward the mission and vision
of the institution. Those are the ones
that get the best prioritization."
Just as the increase in students has
complicated the need for space oncam-
pus, it has increased the university's
revenue as well. According to Smith,
with eighty percent of the university's
revenue coming from tuitionpayments,
the increase is helpful, but it has also
made the school aware of the lack of
space on campus.
Because ofthis, he said, the top pri-
ority this year will be putting money
towards capital projects.
"I can tell you right nowthat one of
thethings we're looking at prioritizing
number one is we needmoney for capi-
tal projects right now - need to build
offices, classroom space, residence
halls," said Smith. "Anything else will
probably come behind that."
On a smaller level, Gerou is seeing
money for guest speakers as a promi-
nent request this year, while last year
more funds were requestedfor student
activities. Regardless ofthe exact con-
tents of each request, the consultations
help Student Development to under-
stand the importance of each, and let
student organizations feel heard.
"This is the first time we've done it
this way. It's just so much more valu-
able," said Gerou. "We get a much
better understanding of what each
item is and how important it is to that
are. That just doesn't come across on
apiece of paper,"
For a student organization such as
SEAC, the consultations are definitely
beneficial.
"I felt that it helped tremendously,"
said Katie Lesseg, SEAC president and
senior management major. 'It was re-
ally great to be able to talk about why
we're looking for more money in this
area. I think itreally puts more ofaface
to what you want."
From an administrative standpoint,
Smith wants the university community
to understand why the final decisions
are made by the executive team and to
keep communication lines open.
"What were trying to do is make this
as openas possible soeveryone knows
what the issues are, what the process,
and is be able to follow the logic of
what wasprioritized," said Smith. "Our
job is to make sure we get [the] word
out and keep the communication open
so people don't think we're making
decisions without input."
"[ln Mexico], the word teacher is synony-
mous with struggle," said one interviewee in
Granito deArena.
And it is not as if the protests and demon-
strations were without extreme risk to their
participants.
In 1995, Cesar Guzman officially became
the 86th schoolteacher murdered in Oaxaca
in ten years, after protesting the theftof land
and water by a local government official. The
National Education Workers Union (SNTE),
the groupchiefly responsible for the teachers'
movement, subsequently accused Institu-
tional Revolutionary Party (PRI) members
of the assassination. Since then, murders
of the outspoken schoolteachers have been
continuous.
"The teachers protesting in Oaxaca are
supported 100 percent by the people of
Oaxaca," said Orozco, whilevisiting Xavier
on Thursday.
Although the PRI no longer occupies the
president's office in Mexico, schools in im-
poverished areas have remained extremely
under-funded. Under the influence ofAmeri-
can corporations, Mexican schools are mov-
ing swiftly toward privatization.
Jill Freidberg, a Seattle native and docu-
mentary filmmaker, made Granito de Arena
in 2005 because of the parallels that she saw
between the privatization ofMexican public
schools and the similarstruggle goingon here
in the United States.
"My goal in making thefilm was not only to
illuminate theproblems, but to show teachers
in the US examples of teachers [in the same
situation] who are taking it upon themselves
to fight," Freidberg said in an interview with
Chicago Public Radio in 2005.
Currently, Freidberg is in Oaxaca, continu-
ing to documentthe teachers' struggle via her
online blog.
Both Dean and the Comite Oaxaquefla have
heavily promoted the film, mostly through
events like the showing in Xavier. Theirgoal
is to let students know what they can do to
help in the struggle for education rights.
In addition to this, the Comite Oaxaquefia
has organized a fundraising auction for the
demonstrators in Oaxaca. The group is now
getting ready for a large demonstration on
Nov. 19 in Olympia.
After showing the film, Dean allowed
Orozco and his brother Jose to show a five-
minute clip of the events that took place in
Mexico on Nov. 2.
The grainy footage depicting the Oaxaca
riots immediately gave a face to the situation
for the students sitting in the Xavier lobby.
Demonstrators wheeled shopping carts
through the streets while compatriots lobbed
chunks of stone at the federal guard. The
police themselves were attempting to push
protestors into the University ofOaxaca. The
screams of the protestors filled the air with
thick noise, already littered with plumes of
smoke from the myriad explosions all across
the city.
That the clamor offeet, the noise ofpeople
running from those paid to protect them, was
not heard here in Seattlemystified some of the
students. The issue ofwhy the news of these
events has not been reported in America or
Seattle was raised after the film.
As one student pointed out, Oaxaca is not
all that far from the U.S. The story should
have received more press, the SU students
say; at least as much as any other involving
the death of an American journalist.
"The United States has a lot of ties with the
Mexican government," said Dean. "In the end,
they are afraid that reporting the truth would
make them look bad."
Alex Riedlinger / The Spectator
At the Mexican embassy in downtown Seattle, protesters hold a sign critical of the
Mexican government'spolitical and military action in the southern state ofOaxaca.
NEWS
Making a difference, one child at a time
Michael Lis-Sette
Hssette@seattleu. edu
One of the most meaningful moments of
Chantale Dasher's time as a member of Big
Brothers/Big Sisters came when she was sitting
outside withher partner, the young girl playing
with her hair.
"All of a sudden, she asked me if I was
homesick," said Dasher, a junior criminal
justice major. "I was, and she must have just
picked up on it."
It is moments like these that help make the
bonds formedbetween Big Brothers/Big Sisters
and their younger "siblings" so significant for
both. But such bonds might not have evenbeen
given a chance to evolve withoutthe leadership
provided by the Seattle chapter of Big Broth-
ers/Big Sisters, which currently serves King,
Pierce and Jefferson counties.
The organization first came to Seattle in 1957
with the opening ofa chapter ofBig Brothers,
though itwouldbeanother sixteen years before
a chapter ofBig Sisters wouldarrive. The two
groupsfinally joined together into a single unit
in 1999, and those who have worked there are
very pleased with how much the organization
has grown.
Big Brothers/Big Sisters currently has 1,110
active matches; though as impressive as this
figure may appear for an organization that has
only existed in its current state for seven years,
most members of the organization feel it is not
nearly high enough.
"We would like to recruit a larger number
ofmale volunteers to serve as BigBrothers, as
we currently have a rather lengthy waiting list
ofyoung boys who are seeking mentors," said
Jacqui Deelstra, partnership coordinatorfor the
Seattle Big Brothers/Big Sisters chapter.
Nonetheless, Deelstra and other employees
at Big Brothers/Big Sisters are happy with what
their organization has currently achieved, as
it was just last month that they reached their
record-breaking level of matches.
In addition, a very successful fundraising
auction was conducted in October, with a young
girl who was looking for a Big Sister speaking
before the crowd so that they would better
understand what they were supporting.
"Her mother really wasn't there for her and
her siblings, and the girl, the oldest ofthe three,
had explained that she had hoped to be able to
spend some time with someone who would
look out for her, as she had been something
of a mother to her two younger siblings," said
Deelstra.
A short while later the girl was read a letter
from the woman who wanted to become her
Big Sister, and as Deelstra put it, "she was so
overjoyed that she began to cry."
Being able to find out justwhathaving a Big
Brother or Big Sister means to a young child,
as thosepeople inattendance certainly did, has
proven to be quite rewarding.
"After my first mentee had transferred to a
different school she sent me a thank you card
explaining how much she had appreciated my
working with her at her old school," Dasher
said. "It meant a lot to me to understand how
important I had been to her."
It is this sense ofmeaning and desire to help
that often leads Brothers and Sisters to remain
a part of the organization for many years after
their partnership with their first mentee has
cometo an end, and in the cases ofsome, to take
on a leadership position in the organization.
But that does not mean that they are no longer
serving as a mentor to a young boy or girl, as
many - like Deelstra - continue to serve as a
Big Brother or Big Sister even when they serve
in management.
However, not everyone stays on, as some
might choose to no longer volunteer theirtime
in this way. Others might move on to a differ-
ent organization that provides similar services.
Some of these organizations, many of which
Big Brothers/Big Sisters has maintained an
active partnership with, include the Boys and
Girls Clubs, Tree House, andregionally, Vibes,
a mentoring program set up by the Bellevue
School District.
Big Brothers/Big Sisters has not just col-
laborated with charitable organizations such
as these, but in some cases, with various city
and county governments. For example, they
have worked with the King County Justice
Department to help establish effective mentor-
ships for children whose parents are currently
incarcerated.
Though they have no active association with
Seattle University, the organization is currently
seeking to establish closer relationships with
the student body.
"Making sure that they stay attentive and
finding out what they like and don't like [has]
been difficult," said Dasher when asked about
the stressful memoriesassociated with her task.
Nonetheless, she has no intention ofever giving
up, and ifone were to ask, it wouldbe nearly
impossible to find a BigBrother or a Big Sister
who was not as committed as her.
"We would like to
recruit a larger number
of male volunteers."
Jacqui Deelstra
partnership coordinator
(continuedfrom page 1)
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"He was trained that he needsto know the
region he was going be going into," said Ho.
"He needed to know not only how it was
going to effect his men, but also the civil-
ians in the area. That was why he started
his research then."
Though Ho was never a proponent of the
war, she did not support her son's decision
on Iraq when he first told her he didn't
want to go.
"When he told me, I decided that I wasn't
going to speak to him," said Ho. "He later
told me that he felt betrayed when I told
him to follow through with his tour of
duty. He felt like he was told to betray his
conscience."
Ho described how her son grappled with
the issue of taking a stand on refusing to
leave for Iraq, but knew that if he did it, it
would come with consequences and he was
prepared to face them.
"One day he had an epiphanyand realized
thathe had the ability to choose, he hadbeen
brainwashed like everyone else, in thinking
he didn't have a choice," said Ho. "He did
have theright to choose - but he wouldalso
have to face the consequences."
It was after that conversation that Ho took
up her son's cause.
"I think he is doing the right thing, it is
why I quit my job," said Ho. "I took a pay
cut to be able to tour and spread his mes-
sage."
There have been a number of people
who have shown their support for Watada's
cause, including West Point Graduates
Against the War, Military Families Speak
Out and numerous veterans.
Global Women Strike, based out ofEng-
land, has supported the cause as well by
creating and distributing pamphlets about
Watada in English, Spanish and Tagalong.
"He is a true American hero," said Mike
Numrich, who along with working inFacili-
ties is a member ofthe Coalition for Global
Concern. "I will give you and him my sup-
port and it's not going away."
Despite the support, Ho has come across
many problems with those volunteering in
the office in Washington.
"People are coming to this office, but
things are not coming through like they've
been promised; its disheartening," she said.
"People cannot justgive lip-service."
The theme of the talk switched continu-
ously fromwhy Hois in support ofher son's
actions to why she thinks the war in Iraq
is wrong and the effect that it is having on
how the United States is viewed in the rest
of the world.
"We have to look at the cost of how the
world views us," said Ho. "We are not veiy
wellrespected."
When questioned how she and her son
could call the war "illegal" Ho cited that
there have been thousands of legal experts,
all over the world who have signed numer-
ous petitions stating that war would be
violating various international laws.
"I could go on [forever about the legality
of the war]," saidHo. "But the war isillegal
because a pre-emptive war is not legal and
that's that."
Alice Kungu, senior class president who
also invited Ho to speak on campus, asked if
Hothought there wouldbe a positive change
in her son's case since the Democrats have
regained control.
"I am not sure ifthe change will [help],"
said Ho. "I haven't found a real difference
between Democrats and Republicans [on
this issue]."
Ho endedthe talk with a reminder to those
in attendance that everyone will come across
difficult situations.
"It doesn't stop right here," she said. "You
will be faced with an act of conscience and
you will have to take a stand."
Meaghan Driscoll / The Spectator
Carolyn Ho, mother ofLt. Ehren Watada,
addressed SU students last Thursday.
Recent violence highlights risks to foreign Jesuit work
Rose Egge
eggee@seattleu. edu
A recent act of violence against Jesuits in
Mozambique has focused attention on the
security of similar missionaries inAfrica.
On Nov. 6 at 1:30 a.m. in Mozambique, a
group of armed assailants entered the Jesuit
Residence Angone in the Province of Tete.
They demanded money and car keys from
the Fathers there. It has been reported that a
Brazilian Jesuit, Father Waldyr dos Santos,
69, resisted the men and was shot and killed.
Two other Jesuits, Portuguese Father Mario
J. de Almeida, 37, and Mozambican Brother
Jose Araujo de Andrade, 76, were also shot but
survived the attack.
There were also volunteers from the Portu-
guese Lay for Development association pres-
ent during the armed robbery. One volunteer,
Idalina Neto Gomes, 30, was stabbed to death
by the assailants when she tried to escape.
The attackers fled with some of the Jesuits'
money and the community's vehicle before
police arrived at the scene.
Robberies can be common in Jesuit com-
munities in parts of the world that face extreme
poverty. Africa has been home to many of
these incidents, in which thieves are usually
armed.
Fr. Joe Danel, S.J., who spent 25 years doing
missionary work in Zimbabwe, believes that
armed robbery is one of the greatest threats
Jesuits face in Africa.
"That's probably the biggest hazard physi-
cally, they want yourmoney, your keys to your
car, and they're at gun point. That's justpart of
being there," Danel said.
The widespread poverty in parts of Africa
is certainly a motivating factor behind these
crimes. Fr. Peter Ely, S.J. explained that be-
cause many of the poor in Africa do not have
the basics they need to live, they can become
desperate and even violent.
"I think there are two main reasons why the
Jesuits would be in danger, and the first is that
they really do havea commitment to workwith
the poor, and often times they will end up get-
ting hurt by the people they're helping," said
Fr. Thomas Murphy, S.J.
Danel also said that Jesuits were being
targeted in Africa because they are known to
have money. Murphy added that sometimes
just being Caucasian can cause the thieves to
assume that a person is wealthy. Because many
Jesuits are Caucasian, this could be why they
have been victims of theft so frequently. Also,
some Jesuit universities in Africa are located
in more affluent areas, further insinuating that
the Jesuits are wealthy.
Having visited Africa, Murphy reported that
Jesuits were taking serious precautions to pro-
tect themselves from armed robbery. For one,
they do their best to secure their residences.
Many communities are gated in, and a thiefor
attacker would have to go through many door-
ways before he or she reached the Jesuit living
quarters. At Danel's residence in Zimbabwe, a
security system has been installed so ifany of
the residents hit a button, police will arrive in
a few minutes.
Murphy also said that many Jesuits behaved
cautiously inAfrica. They always locked their
windows and doors when they went out, and
they were not encouraged to leave the Jesuit
residence after dark.
Historically, Jesuits have been the target of
violence all over the world. While they are
sometimes attacked and even killed for their
political stance or religious affiliation, it is not
clear if Jesuits in Africa are in danger for these
reasons specifically.
While the Jesuits robbed in Mozambique
may have only been targeted for their suspected
wealth, it is important to remember Africa's
rocky history with colonization. Most parts of
the continent have only become independent
in the last 50 years. In many countries, tensions
still exist withprevious European colonizers.
Mozambique was one of the last countries
to gain independence from Portugal, after
more than 400 years ofcolonization, on June
25, 1975. While the exact motivations of the
Nov. 6 attacks are unknown, there has been
speculation that it was because one of the
Jesuits residing in the Angone residence was
Portuguese. The organization for which he
worked, "Lay for Development," was also
based out ofPortugal.
"There is some sense ofdistrust towards the
Portuguese [in Mozambique]," Murphy said.
Besides armed robbery, Jesuits inAfrica are
threatened by many tropical diseases, includ-
ing Malaria and Dengue Fever. In fact, Danel
claimed to have had Malaria four times while
he was in Africa. Nonetheless, Danel did not
say that these diseases are usually life threat-
ening. When he had Malaria he was very sick
for a long time, and lacked energy. Still he
recovered each time.
"Anytime you are some where, exposing
your body to new things, there is a risk of
infection," Ely said.
With serious poverty, tropical diseases, reli-
gious tensions between Muslims and Christians
and much political strife in Africa, Jesuits
working on the continent face many risks.
"It's pretty clear that Africa is in major crisis
right now. There's always a danger if you're
working in a country that has an oppressive
political system," Murphy said.
Despite all this, Jesuits continue to work in
Africa in support of their mission for social
justice. According to Danel, they are not held
back by any fears.
"They have made a conscious decision to
accept a degree of risk, I think every one of
them has pondered the question, am I willing
to give my life for what I'm doing?," he said.
"And ifthey stay, I suspect that they are willing
to take that risk, but that doesn't mean they're
wishing for it."
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SU club protests policy to raise awareness
Chris Kissel
kisselc@seattleu. edu
The Coalition for Global Concern (CGC)
is an on-campus organization that focuses on
raising awareness and taking action against
social problems that people are currently fac-
ing around in the world. For years, they have
been sending Seattle University students to Ft.
Benning, GA to protest against the U.S.-run
School of the Americas.
This week, students will beflying to Georgia
to participate in this year's demonstration, tak-
ing place on Saturday. Twenty-three students
and at least three faculty members are con-
firmed for the trip.
The School of the Americas, or, as it was
renamed in 2001, the Western Hemisphere
Institute for Security Cooperation, existed in
Central America for 40 years before moving
from Panama to Ft. Benning in 1984. It has
been held responsible for training war crimi-
nals such as Manuel Noriega and theassassins
responsible for murdering Archbishop Oscar
Romero in 1980, as well as the murderers of
six Salvadoran Jesuits, their housekeeper and
her daughter in 1989.
According to a handout made by CGC, "the
School oftheAmericas has trained over 60,000
Latin American soldiers in counterinsurgency
techniques, sniper training, commando and
psychological warfare, military intelligence
and interrogation tactics."
"Latin American soldiers are sent to Ft.
Benning and trained by the United States in
torture techniques," said Erin Foran, senior
English major and member of CGC. "After
their training, the graduates go home and com-
mit war crimes."
Foran has been to the School ofthe Americas
twice with CGC, and she believes that her ac-
tionsand those ofother members have helped
bring awareness to the issue.
"The protest gets bigger every year," she
said. "Yes, sometimes there are discouraging
moments, considering the fact that the School
of theAmericas is still around.But theprotests
still get a lot ofattention, which is important,
because many people still have not heard of
(it)."
Foran is oneofseveral upperclassmen in the
club who have traveled to Georgia more than
once. Co-president Phoebe Rohrbacher has
also attended the protests with CGC for the
last three years and will travel to Ft. Benning
again this year.
"We are trying to address crimes that have
been committed by the graduates [of theSchool
of the Americas]," said Rohrbacher, senior
visual arts major.
Many first-year students have also been
drawn to the Coalition for Global Concern
because of its strong social justice message
and vocal presence on campus.
"I felt compelled to participate out of per-
sonal distress for the lack ofjustice within vari-
ous social arenas," said Cat Souva, freshman
international studiesmajor. "Global conscious-
ness is vital in permitting change."
Souva will be traveling to Georgia to protest
the SOA for her first time on the 16th.
To pay for their trip, the members of the
Coalition for Global Concern have begun a
year-long fundraising campaign. According
to one member of the club, participants in
the trip have their tickets paid for by faculty
moderator Gary Chamberlain, who is thenpaid
back by the students through the fundraising
measures.
When asked about whether he provides the
money out ofpocket, Chamberlain's emailed
response was only that "we (the CGC) have to
buy the tickets beforehand."
"It's admirable that a moderator would do
that," said Tim Wilson, director ofstudent ac-
tivities. "It's way out of therealmofwhatis ex-
pected. There are easier ways to come up with
the money by going through the school."
Recently there had been many rumors and
speculation that the group also hosted an off-
campus party, charging forcups for thekeg and
not checking IDs. It was said at the doorthat
the money was going to "a good cause," though
the specific cause was never stated.
"This was a personal fundraiser and not a
club event," said Rohracher. "It was just sup-
posed to be a private party with people who
are ofage."
Though it has not been specified what the
money raised will go to, it will be donated to
an outside organization and not used for the
club itself.
In addition to protesting in Georgia, the
group has put on several events, invited speak-
ers to campus and written letters on a variety
ofcauses. On Dec. 2, CGC hopes to bring two
speakers to SU who will give a multimedia
presentation on the current state of affairs in
Lebanon.
"We aren't just protesting the School of
the Americas, but United States international
policy in general," said Rohrbacher.
The Coalition for GlobalConcern, now in its
27th year, is dedicating itselfwhole-heartedly
to bringing awareness about issues of justice
and peaceto campus and to anyone else around
the country who will listen. Enthusiastic fresh-
man such as Souva are seen as a clear indica-
tion that the group's influence on campus is
still on the rise.
Meaghan Driscoll / The Spectator
While practicingprotest tactics, the Coalitionfor Global Concern's Maria Rosdahl, left,
acts as apolice officer while other group members (l-r AimeeKhuu, Carly Huton, Daschle
Schueler and NicoleFogerty) portray protestors. The group travels to Georgia this week.
Starving students choose food over etiquette at recent dinner
Rob La Gatta
lagattar@seattleu. edu
Saladswere justbeing served at the Etiquette
Dinner last Wednesday when Alice Kungu sat
down at a table near the back of the Leroux
Room and started talking about sex.
Kungu, a senior criminal justice major and
senior class representative to ASSU who had
arrived to the dinner late from hermeeting with
the organization, quickly opened up to her four
tablemates.
"I'm trying to make condoms available on
campus," she said while explaining the tardi-
ness. "Really, its an issue ofsocial justice."
Not quite the first topic of conversation
that comes to mind when thinking of Seattle
University's annual etiquette dinner, a formal
gathering of undergraduate and graduate stu-
dents, professors and school administrators to
eat and learn proper professional behavior. But
this year, where many students seemed more
concerned with socializing and dining than
learning etiquette, the meal was anything but
tradition.
In a city sometimes dubbed "polite Seattle"
by locals, it would seem that students who had
made it this far in their education had at least
some grip on etiquette, be it at the dinner table,
when doing introductions, orsimply visiting the
home ofa new friend.
To Joe Barrientos, associate director of
the Career Development Center, that is not
enough.
"We're going to try and give you the skills you
need to move fromstudents to young profession-
als," he said amidst applause during the gather-
ing reception before students were seated.
In providing this training in "social and busi-
ness etiquette,"the university brought Issaquah-
based etiquette specialist Barbara Brueske as
their keynote presenter.
As students ate their first course ofsalad and
breadsticks, Brueske guided them through a
PowerPoint presentation: with graphics detail-
ing how a table setting should look, lists of
the Dos and Don'ts in specific uncomfortable
situations and more - Brueske's presentation
provided all the tips necessary to impress a
potential employer.
As in-depth as the presentation was, it didn't
keep everyone's attention. Around the room,
students - some with theirbacks to Brueske and
herpresentation- could be seen quietly chatter-
ing and holding their own discussions.
Victor Sargent, senior finance major, was one
student not hanging onto every word.
"I don't think I'll become an expert in one
meal, if that's what you mean," he said when
asked what he expects to pick up after finishing
his three-course feast.
Sargent had noted that this course so far
had only focused on American etiquette; as a
finance major, he plans on working in different
countries after graduation, where etiquette is a
whole different story.
By the end ofSargent's secondsalad,Brueske
was answering etiquette questions; but he was
too busy debating what to do with a lettuce leaf
that had fallen into his lap - should he brush it
onto the floor nonchalantly, or tactfully pick it
up and leave it on the edge of his plate? After
some discussion and contemplation, heopted for
the latter, a practice accepted in mostAmerican
dining settings.
However, Sargent's questions on international
etiquette wereanswered during the main course
of chicken parmesan and spaghetti marinara,
whenFaizi Ghodsi, directorof the International
Student Center, gave a presentation on etiquette
around the world.
Many students in theroom, likeSargent, plan
on using theirbusiness-driven degreesfor global
interaction. Because of this, there must be an
awareness amongAmericans ofhow to behave
around the world.
"Some scholars have compared a cultureto an
iceberg," said Ghodsi, a large iceberg projected
on the wallbehind him. "'lceberg' has beenused
as a metaphor for culture."
ForAmericans, the practices they've learned
at home are only the tip of that iceberg.
In Tehran, Iran, for example, givingsomeone
a thumbs up isn't a sign of success, but rather
the equivalent of the middle finger in American
culture. In China, finishing everything on one's
plate is rude because it makes thehost thinkyou
weren't satisfied with what they provided. And
in Japan, slurping noodles is the best way to
indicate your respect to a chef for a fine meal.
But until Ghodsi's "Cultural Etiquette Quiz"
at the end of his presentation, most students
seemed largely uninterested with his words,
with silverware clatters echoing throughout
the room as they sat quietlyfeasting on cooling
chicken.
The Etiquette Dinner was hosted by the Ca-
reer Development Center and the Albers Place-
ment Center. The night was a success in itself
- an almostpacked Leroux Room coupled with
networking activities early in the evening saw
multiple connections made between students,
faculty and representatives from corporate
sponsors like Washington Mutual. Whether the
etiquette skills that the school tried to impress
upon studentstake hold is another question, and
one for which a complete answer may never
be known.
Meaghan Driscoll / The Spectator
With salads recently served, attendees at the Etiquette Dinner last Wednesday look on as
etiquette specialist Barbara Brueske provides tips on dining in a professional setting.
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Seattle sushi restaurants serve it up fresh, raw
Brenda Stice
The word "sushi" as we know it is an English word used to describe the wholeJapanese dish offish, rice and toppings, but the actual Japanese word is used to describe only therice.
The diverse food scene of Seattle offers a fairly wide-selection of sushi ranging from classic Japanese restaurants to hip hot spots. Whatever style preference you appreciate, you're sure
to find it in Seattle's vast - and scattered - sushi bar collection.
stlceb@seattleu.edu
Nijo Sushi Bar & Grill
83 Spring Street
(2DG)340-8880
Arguably Seattle's hippest Sushi Bar & Grill,
this trendy Japaneserestaurant doesn't limit itself
to just sushi.
Tucked away in Seattle's famous Post Alley,
the menu features original favorites as well as
extravagant soups and entrees and boasts a large
selection of sake to be enjoyed chilled on ice.
An impressive happy hour runs daily 4 p.m.
to 6 p.m., 10 p.m. to 11 p.m. Monday through
Thursday and 10p.m. to 12 a.m. Friday and Sat-
urday. Check out the DJ "s on Friday and Saturday
nights and don't forget to try a Japanese-influ-
enced cocktail to top offyour night.
460126th AveNE
Currently operating out oftwo locations, Blue C Sushi started in Fremont and later expanded in the University
This futuristic restaurant, complete with high-ceilings and fitting modern attire, parades its sushi rolls along a
conveyor belt in the middle of the restaurant, allowing customers to see all available options and serve themselves.
This style of service mimics the Japanese presentation and uses color-coded plates to denote the dish price.
Expect all the classic rolls, including tuna favorites and tempura. After you make a decision, servers occupy their
time by offering hot sake and cool drinks.
Save money by hitting up happy hour, weekdays 4 p.m. to 6 p.m., in the bar above the conveyor belt — this is
one restaurant well worth the trek.
Aoki Japanese Grill 5 Sushi Bar
621 Broadway E
(206)324-3633
One of the closest restaurants to Seattle University, this
north Capitol Hill favorite offers sushi along with clas-
sic Japanese dishes. The classy dining area creates a fun
atmosphere for a night out with friends or a quiet dinner
with someone special.
Although itoffers an assortment ofentrees like donburi,
robata and soup noodles as well as a classy dining area,
Aoki is known for its classic sushi barand offerings located
at the front of the restaurant.
While the sushi and sashimi are relatively cheap com-
pared to other restaurants, Aoki is more expensive than
Ha'Na, its Broadway neighbor.
ALHEAL
Neighbours provides fun, friendly atmosphere
Casey Penaluna
penalwia@seattleu. edu
It is a warning that many ofus have heard
repeatedly from our parents while growing
up: Don't walk down darkened alleyways
at night.
So how many ofour parents would be hor-
rified to find out that their sons and daughters
make a trek down a darkened alleyway, past
numerous overflowing dumpsters, intermin-
gling with the panhandling and sleeping
bodies of the homeless before joining a long
winding line of other after-hours revelers at
the doors ofone of the most popular clubs on
Capitol Hill - Neighbours.
Neighbours has been a mainstay in Seattle
for 23 years and although the competition has
become fierce it is still looked upon as one of
the premier dance venues on the Hill.
People love going to Neighbours because
of its lack ofattitude. Everyone from staffto
patrons are just out to have a good time. The
motto is sexual orientationbe damned.
"It's a really fun atmosphere andyou never
really have to worry about being hit on there
like you do at other clubs," said Tim Jolliff,
sophomore psychology major. "People go
just to have a good time."
The club packs in just about anyone you
can or can't think offrom the proverbial gay
clientele checking each other out to thepacks
ofgiggling girls who dragged their petrified
boyfriends out for a good time. Throw in a
coupleof fish-netted transyestites.and spar-
kling drag queens, and thereyou have it: the
club that doesn't turn anyone away.
Once inside, you are greeted by thumping
music, a spacious dance floor which for its
size is always overcrowded with writhing
bodies in different states of undress, mir-
rored walls and a smoke machine working
overtime.
The line to the ladies room is always long
and one shouldn't be shocked to see men
nonchalantly walking out of the stalls, ...
Neighbours not only caters to the gay
population but it also welcomes the straight
crowd which is a huge portion of their after
hours business and who come out in force on
Thursday nights.
"There is an equal amount of straight and
gay people who go there," said Jolliff. "The
club always is able to maintain its essence of
being a gay venue."
Perhaps the biggest reason that anyone
comes to Neighbours.is for. the music. It's
an old school gay bar where the music's an
infectious throw-back to the '80s, the drinks
are reasonable and the overall vibe is very
affable.
The management of the club has also
reached out to some of the hottest local DJs in
the Seattle area and invited themto come and
spin six nights a week starting at 9 p.m. both
in the main club, 21-plus until after hours
when 18 year olds can join the fun, and in the
Underground which is 18 and over.
There is weekend after-hours dancinguntil
4a.m. andmost everyone arrives here to wrap
up Seattle's weekend on the town. On Sunday
nights DJ Luis does NocheLatina.
Downstairs at Neighbours, Underground
is Seattle's only gay dance club for those
18 years and over, on Friday and Saturday
nights until 2 a.m. The upstairs main floor
then opens to 18-plus until 4 a.m.
"I onlyhave been to the Underground once
and I didn't stay too long," said Kilian Kim-
bel freshman creative writing major. "Around
2 a.m. everybody left to go to the main club
where they wanted me to pay another $2 on
top of the $10 cover I had already paid just
a few minutes before. So I left but all ofmy
friends have told me how fun Neighbors is
and I am thinking about going back."
Underground has its own late night, with
Weekender Sundays, when DJs Nobel and
Bradlee spin from 1 to 4:30 a.m. From
Wednesdays through Sundays Neighbours'
Friends Martini Lounge opens their Broad-
way-side doors at 6:30 p.m.
Neighbours Nightclub offers an underage dancefloor and an upstairs onefor the 21+ crowd
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Great Gatsby captures the vintage spirit
Nick McCarvel
mccarvel@seattleu.edu
TV?
This article isn't meant to
be one of those commercials,
and it is not trying to market
anything to you. It is simply
an idea for a night on the
town that's fun and easy on
your wallet.
A night at the theatre:
A bus ride (on the #2, 3
or 4 from campus) to Queen
Anne: $1.25.
Seeing The Great Gatsby
(for only $11.25): Priceless'
For a student discount, a
pair of tickets that cost the
Eastside corporate couple sitting next to
you at the Rep four times what you paid
for them is a pretty good deal.
From curtain to curtain...to curtain to
curtain.. .(there's an intermission), the sec-
ond-ever production of The Great Gatsby (it
premiered in August at Guthrie Theater in
Minneapolis) oozes the pip-pap quirkiness
that we all marvel at the 1920s for.
From flappers to flower-colored suits,
Gatsby is a performance that is tantalizing
on stage, back stage, up stage - and at one
point - sub stage. It is a quality production,
to put it plainly.
Gatsby features five of the original cast
from Minneapolis, including Matthew
Amendt who plays main character turned
narrator Nick Carraway. It's a role that
Amendt plays with beautiful awkwardness
and candor, the "good-boy-goes-to-the-
city" type is something Amendt portrays
naturally. His monologues are precise and
done withvigor, while his character's clum-
siness is a bridge between good and evil,
East Egg and West, Gatsby and Daisy.
Though seemingly unlikable characters,
Daisy and Gatsby catapult you back to F.
Scott Fitzgerald and his fabled life story.
Fitzgerald was the young writer from St.
Paul who became a literary spokesman of
the jazz age with his pen, while attempting
to model the same lifestyle with his habits.
He creates characters that in modern day
we are immediately skeptical of - not the
adored Hollywood fabrications of Jack and
Rose, Noah and Allie - but instead, two
people who fell in love and are far from
perfect - and even farther from pleasant.
Yet the stage adaptation of Gatsby will
pull you in just as the book did. Daisy
(Heidi Armbruster) and Gatsby (Lorenzo
Pisoni) play the stage with confined confi-
dence. Armbruster ,s beauty and the brute
of Pisoni are two things that the eyes do
not disagree with, while their uncanny
chemistry is something the audience tends
the sounds and the aura of
an era passed that trans-
formed the production into
what it was. From dancing
scene changes to rolling
real-life cars; from flower
arrangements to a daunting
T.J. Eckleberg sign; the
aesthetics are as creative
and crisp as the jokes of
prohibition and black and
white marriages.
It's a purely no-fluff af-
fair that can be appreciated
by the theatre buffs abound
and those who know little,
but some, of the stage, like
yours truly. Though I wish
my role as Munchkin #22
in The Wizard Oz at age seven would give
me the necessary tools for critiquing theatre
culture, it certainly did not. However the
odd way I was able to enjoy a stage produc-
tion devoid of music speaks volumes for
cast and crew alike.
And on any given night from now until
Dec. 10, you too have the chance to take
in a gem of the Emerald City: a $10 pro-
fessionally-produced play at the Seattle
Repertory.
For those of you who want all the bang
for your buck, the play features a lobby
inspired by the 19205, a classic car out front
for viewing and (on Nov. 19, 26 and Dec.
7) post-play discussions foryou to run your
mouth in front of a bunch of strangers.
Give yourself the chance to go back and
experience what once was, a life of booze
and bobs, rich and richer; a visually pleas-
ing, outwardly depressive play.
If nothing else, that'spriceless: just what
you were hoping for.
Matthew Amendt as Nick Carroway andHeidiArmbruster as Daisy gaze
wistfully into space in Seattle Reperatory s The Great Gatsby
The Toasters keep it hot in their old age
Sean Towey
toweys@seattleu.edit
Since the beginning of music, there have
been music critics. And since the birth ofpop
music, there have been music critics claim-
ing a certain genre of music is dead. Rock
and roll, punk and even ska have all been
proclaimed lifeless by the Chicken Littles
oftoday's music journalism.
After witnessing The Toasters show and
listening to their latest demo, ska is not dead.
It's just middle-aged.
The Toasters are one of the original ska
bands. Starting almost 25 years ago in New
York City, their mix of reggae and punk
guitar riffs with a blaring but simplistic horn
section created the sound thattook the 1980s
and 1990s by storm.
Ska has always been known as the happy-
go-lucky, up-beat brother of punk rock,
another 80's phenomenon. Though not as
politically inclined, (punk-rock heavily
favors anarchy), it was just as popular and
a whole lot of fun to dance to.
Though this type of music may seem
antithetical to Seattle's grunge scene, one
of the best local bands in history is the now
defunct Instant Winner, who hailed from
Puyallup.
Twenty-five years has had different ef-
fects on the band, both good and bad.
The Toasters are technically sound,
throughout their demoand their live per-
formance. There were no missed notes,
the songs were put together withprofes-
sionalism and solos stuck to familiar
patterns.
The demo, titled "You're Gonna Pay"
contains three songs, two of which
were played during the show. "Life in a
Bubble" and the title track "You're Gonna
Pay" are both examples ofhow ska should
be written and performed.
Perhaps the most entertaining part of
the live show was the age difference in the
crowd. Parents were "skanking" (a form
of dancing where people kick their legs
in different directions while spinning in a
circle) with their teenage children.
However, the years have slowed down
the band. They just weren't edgy, lacking
the energy ofyounger bands who jump out
into the crowd and dive off the stage.
This is understandable. It is difficult to
embrace the carefree values of rock and
roll when you have a family and a house
payment. The lead singer, Rob "Bucket"
Hingley, looks like my father, beer belly and
all. The crowd's enthusiasm came more from
watching living legends thanfrom the band's
extraordinary stage presence.
Whenever a band, and a type of music,
can bring together people of all ages and
backgrounds into a small club in Seattle's
Industrial District on a Sunday night, it is
obvious that both the band and the music
shall live on. ' - '■-•>••
Chris Rhodes wows the crowd with his range during the Toasters show last Sunday
the Orbit
On and off campus events
that'll make your week spin.
Weds., Nov. 15
Adrienne Young and Little
Sadie
8 p.m.
$12,21+
The Tractor Tavern
Thurs., Nov. 16
Minus the Bear, Slender Means
$12
8 p.m.
Neumos
KUBE 93.3 Presents Lyfe
Jennings, Shareefa
$25 adv., 21 +
8 p.m.
The Showbox
Yince Gill
$37 - $47
8 p.m.
The Paramount
Fri.,Nov. 17
The Decemberists
$25 - $27
8 p.m.
The Paramount
Copeland, Appleseed Cast,
Acute
$12.50 adv., $15 drs.
7 p.m.
El Corazon
Sat, Nov. 18
Zebrahead, Authority Zero
$16.50 adv., $20 drs.
7 p.m.
El Corazon
Sun., Nov. 19
Fall Ball '06
$8 adv., $10 drs.
Bell Harbor
The Fray
$27
8 p.m.
The Paramount
Talib Kweli
$25
8 p.m.
The Showbox
Tues., Nov. 21
HelloGoodbye, Reggie and the
Full Effect
$15 adv.
6 p.m.
El Corazon
Ongoing Events:
The Great Gatsby
Nov. 2 - Dec. 10
Seattle Repertory Theater
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The changing face of music
Casey Penaluna
College networks foster illegal music downloading
penaluna@seattleu. edu
Seattle University sophomore Sigifredo
Camarillo strolls through campus on almost
a daily basis enjoying his iPod Nano, but his
music player isn't filled with songs down-
loaded from the iTunes online music store.
It is filled with music downloaded free off
the Internet.
Despite the record and movie industries'
attempts to clamp down on file sharing - by
filing about 10,000 lawsuits against users and
initiating education campaigns - the online
activity is alive and well.
Nowhere is this more apparent than on
college campuses like Seattle University,
where ready access to high-speed Internet
connections first gave rise to MP3 swapping
long before the original Napster burst onto
the scene in 1999.
Nowadays, Apple's iPod portable music
player is all the rage on campus, yet the
thousands of songs stored on themaren't all
downloaded from Apple's officially licensed
$.99 per track iTunes Music Store.
The Recording Industry Association of
America(RIAA) has attempted to crack down
the use of illegally downloaded music, citing
that roughly 80 percent of undergraduates
living on campus have downloaded a piece
of audio or video from a peer-to-peer (P2P)
service.
This datais alarming to theRIAA and many
other music labels because ofstatistics which
show that a third of music purchases are by
individuals younger than 24.Ifthey are down-
loading or sharing illegally, that behavior
will have a large impact on how their family
members and friends purchase music.
"I use LimeWire," said Sarah Benbow
senior biology and Spanish major. "I heard
about it from a friend, and it is really the easi-
est file sharing system I know of."
You can divide the collegiate downloading
universe into three broad categories.
Some students first find out about new art-
ists or genres through friends. They download
MP3s onto their computers to decide whether
or not to invest in a particular band. If they
like the music, they purchase it at a local store
or through an online retailer.
Other students download music that they
would otherwise never purchase. They may
like a particular song that they heard on the
radio, but are not willing to pay $20 to ac-
quire a CD that holistically is not interesting
The third group is comprised of students
who download music that they would have
bought ifit could not be downloaded for free
off the Internet.
Most students who live in the dorms and
use P2P services expressedtheir desire for an
easier, more reasonable mediumfor purchas-
ing music. They say theyare willing to pay for
such a service, but only for artists and tracks
they want to hear.
Sharing music, however, is
negatively affecting the music
industry. One solutionproposed by
Hollywood is to simply ban P2P
networks on college campuses.
Unfortunately, such an approach
would prevent many fair uses of
this technology.
To limit the downloading of
illegal content, many colleges
and universities have instituted
bandwidth restrictions and used
stringent fire walling methods for
their dorms, obstructing the mas-
sive transfer of audio and video
files, which tend to have relatively
large sizes. However, such rules
have not had a major impact on
the demand or use of file-sharing
"In my freshman year we used
MyTunes but then no one could
get it in the dorms any longer,"
saidBenbow. "When I came back
in my sophomore year I searched the network
andfound SoulSeek. The administration soon
found out about that service also and blocked
it through the firewall."
It is difficult for universities to constantly
monitor the flow of traffic on their networks
or allowing the RIAA to do so can spark
reservation among students.
Seattle University has taken the threat of
music piracy seriously after being sued by
the record industry for allowing students to
use DC++.
"It was the most popular on campus,' said
Leslie Dunham senior Biology major. "Ev-
eryone in the dorms was using it. Using DC++
was like a known secret, you made sure that
you only talked about it to certain people."
It is hard to ignore the culture of music
sharing that seems to have taken over stu-
dent life.
"College campuses today harbor some
of the swiftest computer networks in the
country and that, unfortunately, has led to a
situation where a significant level ofpiracy is
taking place around the clock at our nation's
campuses," said Richard Taylor, senior vice
president of Motion Picture Association of
America, in a statement to the House courts,
Internet and intellectual property subcom-
mittee.
Fighting a war against educational institu-
tions and P2P companies is proving to be
expensive. The opportunities lost in such
a battle are also quite large, especially as
Internet radio and streaming audio become
increasingly popular.
Critics believe that if therecording industry
cannot create a compromise for its Internet
strategy, the future is clear. P2P alternatives
will continue to develop, and organizations
like theRIAA will windup in onecourt battle
after another and end up with one heck of an
image problem.
Are CDs outdated?
Rose Egge
eggee@seattleu. edu
As music downloading has drastically
increased in popularity since 2000, CD sales
have dropped, causing distress among some
in the business ofrecord sales.
According to a confidential source who
manages one location ofa major record store
chain in Seattle and has been in the business
for 15years, the number ofyoung, preteen to
young adult customers has greatly decreased
in recent years. He believes that this genera-
tion is purchasing less CDs and downloading
their music instead. According to him, only
older generations and those who have not yet
figured out this new digital music technology,
are still buying CDs.
According to the source, CDs once made
up most of his store's sales, at least 80-85
percent. Now they only make up a little more
than half.
He is so concerned about CD sales that
he plans to move into other types of retail
soon.
While some may be more optimistic about
CD sales, the numbers prove that they are
dropping.
According to the Recording Industry As-
sociation ofAmerica (RIAA), CD sales have
dropped 21 percent since 2000, the industry's
most successful year. There have been peaks
and low points throughout the years, but the
overall decline in sales is hard to ignore.
Meanwhile, album downloads have in-
creased by 198.5 percent from 2004 to 2005
and by 71.3 percent from the first six months
of 2005 in comparison to the first six months
of this year
Will Johnsen, music director for Seattle
University's radio station KSUB, is aware
that CDs are loosing popular-
ity among consumers.
"1 followed CD sales since
seventh or eighth gradeprob-
ably, and I've watched the
sales charts, there's no ques-
tion that CD sales are going
down," said Johnsen.
Some speculate that the
reason CD sales have slippec
is because today's artists
often have just one hit song
andconsumers like the option
of simply downloading one
or two songs as opposed to
buying an entire CD.
With declining sales trends
and disadvantages to digital
music, many are wondering,
will digital music eventually
replace CDs entirely?
According to the source previously men-
tioned, "It is not a question of ifCDs will be
phased out; it is a question of when."
He suggests that in 5-7 years CDs will
be phased out of the music industry com-
pletely.
"I could see it someday; I mean cassettes
got phased 0ut.... It's weird to think about,"
said Johnsen.
Major record stores have clearly felt the
burden of declining record sales. Many,
such as Tower Records have gone bankrupt
in recent years. Meanwhile, most of the
remaining larger media chains have been
bought out by a company
called Trans World En-
tertainment. Trans World
owns Sam Goody, FYE,
Wherehouse Music and
Suncoast.
However, it appears that
smaller independentrecord
have not been hurt as much
by digital music.
DavidMiranda, who has
worked for a small chain
ofrecord stores, Everyday
Music, for eightyears, said
that their stores have not
seen a noticeable decline
in record sales since he
joined the company. He
believes that smaller com-
panies like his are better
able to adapt to a changing market than many
larger record companies.
Nonetheless, Miranda is aware of the
declining sales trends nationally and an in-
creased popularity in digital music.
"I am concerned but it hasn't affected my
outlook," said Miranda. "I expect to be here
for the next five years at least."
Thepopularity ofdigital music has actually
benefited some record stores, such as Every-
day Music, through the sales of used CDs.
"iPods have benefited our business model,
people will download their entire CD collec-
tion and then they'll actually bring their col-
lection in [to sell]. Ever since iPods became
big on the market we've been getting a ton
of used CDs," said Miranda.
Johnsen echoed this idea, "people rip it,
and then get rid of it."
In 2004, Harvard University and University
of North Carolina conducted a study under
the expectation that that music downloading
did not affect album sales. They found that
most people who downloadmusic would not
have otherwise bought the album, even if
music downloading was not an option.
Others have argued that many consumers
will not grow tired of CDs even with the
convenience of digital music.
"There definitely are those people who
want to have the entire package," said Mi-
randa.
Owning a physical copy of the music is
something many music lovers enjoy hav-
ing.
"Some people still want the album artwork
and thereal thing, so they're not ready to take
that leap yet," said Johnsen.
While musical technology continues to
evolve, retailers will have to continue to catch
up with the consumer.
With declining sales
trends and disadvantages
to digital music, many
are wondering, will
digital music eventually
replace CDs entirely?
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What happens when you share: legal ramifications
Jessie DiMariano
dimarian@seattleu. edu
It is nothing new that music piracy has
become a normal activity among college
students, but now that students are being
targeted with lawsuits and various other legal
ramifications, the act is no longer flying under
the radar of the music industry.
In the 2003 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Stu-
dios, Inc. v. Grokster, Inc. case, a United
States federal courtruled in favorofsuchP2P
networks suchas Groksterand Kazaa, unlike
the famous 2001 Napster case.
After the downfall of Napster, these P2P
networks emerged which use a central
server and allow users to search a network
of computers for MP3 files without using a
centralized server, which was thepitfall for
the Napster program.
As a result, the direct copyright infringe-
ment was done by the users and there was
no proof of secondary liability, so the court
dismissed the lawsuit.
These P2P systems have facilitated approx-
imately 2.6 billion downloadsofcopyrighted
According to eSchool news reporter Tom
Hutton, The Recording Industry Association
of America (RIAA), a trade
group representing the five y
major recording companies ]
has filed 261 federal lawsuits, J
including a suit against a 12- I
year-old girl, since 2001.
"A lawsuit for one person |
isn't going to change very I I
many people's actions. The I I
best solution is to make illegal 9
downloading not possible and
target companies that provide
the programs rather then in-
dividuals themselves," Naomi
Sakoda said, a sophomore
communication studies ma-
jor, about the RIAA lawsuit
strategy. "People will always
be tempted, so if it's such a
big deal, hit the problem at the
Additionally, Hutton stated
thatat least 10universities and
colleges have been served ,
with subpoenas demanding
I that they help the recording
industry identify possible targets for such
lawsuits.
"I'd like to say that the recording indus-
try is going too far, butI can't help but feel
that I would support the industry's efforts
if I were an artist with an album out," said
Rachael Sawyer, a juniorEnglish/creative
writing major.
Artists are supporting the industry, just
as Sawyer illustrated.
A number of accomplished artists
have spoke out in the past about music
piracy and continue to openly express
their views.
Missy Elliot has reportedly said, "We
do our best to bring you the latest, hottest
beats and we appreciate it when our fans
show their love and respect by going in
that record store and buying the finished
product."
Taking a more substantial stance against
music piracy, recording artist Shakira has
Lsaid, "Making an album is a team effort, sowhen somebody pirates a record that notonly affects the artist, but also the people
who worked onit like co-producers, co-writ-
ers and musicians."
New artists, old artists, platinum artists;
theirmessage
is the same.
agree with
illegal down-
ed 60 million
in file-shar-
ing networks,
and a consid-
erable num-
ber are using
Internet con-
| nections on
many types of
sound recording available, however, it is
almost impossible to determine which songs
are copyrighted material.
TheFBI anti-piracy warning is becoming
more and more prevalent on such material.
According to the FBI website, the anti-
piracy warning seal was specifically created
to deterillegal practice and to increase public
awareness of the penalties associated with
The labels spell out that unauthorized
copying and distributionof digital content is
punishable by up to five years in prison and
a fine of $250,000.
A 2004CNN report entitled "FBI warning
labels to appear on CDs, DVDs, software"
stated that it is up to the individual entertain-
ment companies and software manufacturers
to decide whether or not to display the FBI
As ofAugust 2006, theFBI has authorized
use of the anti-piracy seal and has warned
members of a variety of associations whose
material passes through the hands of college
and university studentsregularly.
The warning seal has appeared on products
distributedby Hollywood film studios, music
companies and software makers, all ofwhich
are subject to specific licensing agreements
with the FBI.
As the FBI anti-piracy warning seal has
graced the packaging of a large number of
tangible copyrightproducts, music obtained
through the Internet is warned more by ru-
mors of lawsuits.
However, the legal consequences of such
illegal downloading are anything but a rumor
- major fines and even timein prison is what
people are risking when it comes to such
copyright violations.
Anyone who participates in online in-
fringement can spend up to three years in
prison and receive $250,000 in fines, while
offenders who repeat such offenses can be
imprisoned up to six years.
By illegally downloading music, whether
by using Kazaa or OurTunes or whatever
the latest peer-to-peer program may be,
people constantly run the risk of breaking
copyrights laws and being legally targeted
by the RIAA.
So why are people still downloading in a
way that goesagainst theviews oftheirfavor-
ite artists and puts themat legal risk?
For the majority of internet users, the fact
that it's free is what keeps the music down-
loading at such a high level.
"It's just too easy to download as a col-
lege student, and I don't particularly like
spending a dollar for every song I want,"
said Sakoda.
The reality is there are legal implications
to music piracy, but the ambiguity of the
Internet limits the influence of such rami-
fications.
As long as music can be downloaded for
free from a seemingly limitless source like
the Internet, college students, among the
millions ofAmericans downloading illegally,
will continue to take advantage of what has
become such a common way ofgetting their
favorite music.
"I don't downloadas often now but when I
did, I was very aware. I thought nothing ofit
though because you think, 'Well everyone is
doing it'," said Katie O'Leary, junior social
work major. "That mentality is what gets
people in trouble because people think itcan
never happen to them."
"1 can't help but feel that I
would support the industry's
efforts if I were an artist with
an album out,"
RachaelSawyer, a junior
English/creative
writing major.
Jackie Canchola / The Spectator
How the iPod ruined my life, bank account
Lauren Padgett
padgettl@seattleu. edu
I have an iPod and it died. It is absolutely
infuriating and I grapple with the problem
every time I walk out the door. All I want to
do is listen to my music.
Knowing I spent over $200 on a piece of
equipment that no longer works and cannot
be replaced without spending more money
is frustrating. The iPod is such a universal
product now that there is no reason I should
be unhappy with my purchase - at least, that
is what the ads and user testaments led me
to believe.
I bought my iPod when thetechnology first
became available and I excitedly rocked it
out for the first year. It went everywhere with
me - class, work, the grocery store and even
parties when the scene became too boring. I
just put my cute little white earbuds in my
head and was transported to a differentplace.
My attitude could change drastically with
the click of a wheel.The happiness this little
piece ofmachinery brought was subliminal.
I have replaced my iPod Mini twice be-
cause the battery died. The first time, I gave
Apple the benefit of the doubt. They would
not produce such a highly regarded product
if it did not work, right? So one rainy day I
trekked out to the University Village Apple
Store and found the technicians happy to
oblige my requests. Surprisingly, they did not
seem concerned at all - they simply handed
me a new, yet exactly the same, iPod.
It worked for a whole 2 months. The death
of the second became a reality to me when I
could not even go to the gym with it for half
an hour - so I returned it again.
It took my third visit to realize that my
beloved iPod was simply a piece ofjunk.
So what of this cultural phenomenon?
Since its launch in 2001, over 30 million
people worldwide have bought into the trend
andApple hasraked in over $565 million. The
iPod ads have become an unspoken, accepted
part of our daily lives. It is so engrained in
our society that walking down the street, I feel
like I'm in a never ending Apple commercial
- all those white earphones and blank, uncom-
municative stares from my peers because they
can't hear me makes it feel that way.
Part of the iPod appeal is its accessibility,
people from all walks of life and age groups
find this technology easy to use. President
Bush has one. So does the Queen ofEngland.
They have even begun marketing the product
to young children.
More thananything, it has become a status
symbol and statement of wealth - an iPod
and all of its accessories are something only
a segment of the population can afford.
iPods have become such a staple of our
culture that it seems to have a cult-like fol-
lowing of "iZombies." That's right - "iZom-
bies." Those who live eat and breathe for their
iPods, who will defend the honor of their
beloved player against anyone who wishes
ill upon it. The iPod allows you to determine
howyour day will go and the actions you will
take - being able to change songs, moods,
perceptions and end conversations by hitting
"play" exerts remarkable control over one's
situation.
Sadly, I am now one of the few who
travels the world in the silence of my own
thoughts, without the earbuds blowing out
my eardrums. I am currently in the market
for a new MP3 device, but unsure ofwhether
I should put my faith in the iPod again... at
the moment I'm checking out the Zune and
Zen of the market.
The Zune media player was created by
Microsoft and released last Tuesday, just
in time for the holidays. It promises to be a
strong competitor for the iPod, but as of yet
has not succeeded. The Zen Creative has a
sleek design, is easily accessible and even
cheaper then the iPod, but has consistently
stayed in the iPod shadow. No MP3 player
has even come close to the immense selling
power and appeal of the iPod.
One thing is certain - the iPod has become
a sort of icon, like the jukebox or Walkman.
So what of our music culture? Are we to
be completely overwhelmed by "iZombie"
presence? Is there anyone else out there who
is tired of hearing about the iPod?
Anti-iPod sentiment first surfaced some-
time last year, when two brothers from
Connecticut made a movie portraying their
frustration and rebellion against the iPod,
when it died after only 18 months.
The Neistat brothers' online movie "iPod's
Dirty Secret" became a hit and soon people
were voicing their complaints through on-
line groups, blogs and lawsuits. The website
"Smash my iPod" has raised over $400 so
far to buy iPods and break them. People
have sent donations ranging from $3 to $30
to destroy iPods.
Even with this sort of backlash the iPod
continues to progress and further implement
itself into our lives: it is definitely here to
stay.
While Apple feeds the consumer monster
with new, updated iPods, I still stand at the
storefront window, unsure of whether to
re-join the masses or go against the trend.A
part ofme wants to fight against theApple el-
ephant and make a bold statement with some
other, less flashy MP3 player, but the iPod is
so easy to use, so cute and so versatile I may
have to give it a fourth chance.
The Spectator
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Also getting off to a solid start during pre-
season is senior center David White.
In last weekend's game against the War-
riors, White scored a career high 27 points, the
highest seen by an SU men's basketball player
since former senior Jeffrey McDaniel scored
19 points againstWestern Oregon-University
in Feb. 2006.
"As the team center, I'm on the finishing end
of plays, so the fact that I had 27 points is a
tribute to our strong guard play by Sam Kirby
and Ryan Webb," said White. "Every time
our guards penetrated, the world collapsed on
themand left me wide open to score."
Adding up his 27 points, White shot 10-
for-16 from the field and 7-for-8 from the
free-throw line.
"White worked hard this past spring, sum-
mer and fall to become more aggressive," said
Callero. "This was his most dominating game
as a Redhawkand his inside strength will make
us a more balanced team this season."
On the defensive end, Webb, senior guard,
contributed significantly with five steals.
Rounding out his efforts, he scored 10points,
took hold of threerebounds andpassedofffive
assists in leading the Redhawks to a victory
over the Warriors.
As White and Webb continue to make skill-
ful contributions to the team, their hard work
is hardly going unnoticed.
"David White and Ryan Webb know what
itwill take to get to the National tournament,"
said Callero. "They are skilled, unselfish, hard
working and motivated; a coach's dream."
Also leading the Redhawks to their third
exhibition win were Leigh Swanson, sopho-
more forward and freshman forward Michael
Boxley.
Swanson contributed 14 points, shooting
6-for-8 and grabbing eight rebounds, while
Boxley led the team with 10rebounds.
Boxley also had an impressive defensive
performance as he held LCSC's leading scorer
Mike Gordy, who averages 25 points a game,
to a mere two points, showing the impact that
the freshmen continue to make on the Red-
hawks' success.
"I think the freshmen have really stepped
up and I'mvery happy with how fast they are
learning," said White. "They have bought into
our system and will definitely be a huge impact
for us this year."
Seattle has ended its exhibitionseason un-
defeated and will begin the 2006-07 regular
season on Nov. 17 in the Elgin Baylor Clas-
sic at the Connolly Center, where they are
expected to carry on the winning level ofplay
and solid game records.
"We have a team that will be fun to watch
this season," said Callero. "We were. 11-3 at
theConnolly Center last year and this year we
want to improve on that homerecord.. .a tough
task...but we are capable:"
Redhawk
Sports
Basketball coach a true Seattleite
Nick McCarvel
Dan Kriley traveled the world ultimately finding true happiness in his hometown
mccarvel@seattleu.edit
Rhing has taken Daniround the globe,i Ballard to Japan,ood to Australia;
has seen much of
the Pacific Northwest, the
South Pacific and, well, the
I
Ocean itself.
Ie one place Kriley
ays wanted to coach
lace many of us try
ipe. The place he
grew up, the place where
he's-surrounded byifamily
and friends and the place
where he can recall the
history of basketball in a
heartbeat. That place is his
■wn.and raised in Seat-ey grew up with his
parents and older brother,
Don. in Ballard. The two
were competitive as kids,
Kriley always tryingto out-
do his brother in one way or
another, but as the younger
sibling, quite often fell
short to his elderbrother.
After graduating from
Ballard High School in
ewhere he was bas--1 captain, he set offarrage ofplaying and
coaching years.
After a stint at Wenatchee
Valley Community Col-
Ke ventured to ElCommunity Col-"alifornia to further
his basketball career. Yet injuries cut his play-
ing time short, and the Seattle native returned
home to attend Seattle Pacific University and
coach at his alma-mater, Ballard High.
At age 20, he coached the junior varsity
team and three years later, at the tenderage of
23, he took over as head basketball coach.
"It wasn't that unusual," Kriley says.
"I started with the junior varsity and then
moved up when they needed me. Pretty
Kriley can trace his call to coaching back
to a single moment, the 1989 Final Four at
the Kingdome. The then 23-year-old was
invited to watch two of the teams - Duke
and Illinois - during a practice session one
Kriley remembers his court-side chats
with legendary coaches Lou Henson and
•MikeKrzyzweski as the foundation-for his
coaching aspirations.
"That was a pivotal moment for me,"
Kriley says. "I really decided right thenand
there that I wanted to stay in coaching for
good."
From there his coaching voyages began,
sending him back and forth across the Pa-
cific several times. Yet when the coach got
a job at Seattle University as co-coach of
the men's team, he had finally found a place
close to home.
"My entire family followed SU sports
closely when it was Division I," Kriley says.
"The O'Brien brothers and all the success,
SU basketball brought this city together in
many ways."
Now in his thirdyear as head coach of the
women's team, Kriley has found comfort at
the helm of SU's basketball program.
WhenKriley took over in the fall of2004,
however, things were far from comfort-
able.
The team had seen a string of losing
seasons. Plagued by a program ridden with
inconsistency, Kriley looked to build a
foundation on defense and hustle, purely an
uphill battle.
After a 9-17,2004 campaign, thewomen's
team posted a 14-12record, its first winning
season since 1994.
For Kriley; it all comes down 1o hard work
"You have to get the people
around you to all believe in the
same thing," Kriley says. "And
though life is crazy and hectic
for all ofus, you keep working
hard to reach your potential."
Things haven't slowed down
for the 38-year-old one bit in
the last three years. He mar-
ried his wife,Toni, in February,
and the two welcomed their
first child together, Jake, two
months ago.
As if a hectic home-life
wasn't enough for Kriley, his
team has struggled with injuries
during the pre-season and is
working hard to get healthy for
the regular season, which opens
league play on Friday.
"I have six players who are
now on their thirdyear with me,
plus an amazing group offresh-
men and transfers," Kriley says.
"This is the best cohesive unit [I
have] ever had as a coach."
A seemingly bold statement,
Kriley has been around the
world in search of that very
solidity which he discovered in
his own back-yard.
"I've worked plenty of 40-
hour-a-week jobs," he says.
"It's all a process. I have a pas-
sion for this game and that's
what drives me everyday. I
want people to work harder
than they think they can, that's
my job."
■
It's not an easy job, but for
Kriley, with the support of his
friends all around him, he feels
in everyday,
ng my dream job, in my home-
's pretty much unheard of," he
says.
When asked what his ultimate goal in
basketball would be, he pauses and ponders
a bit, unsure ofwhat to say.
"I'm very competitive, I want to win," he
answers. "But Ialso want to see people grow
and get through challenges, that's important
to me."
Just like his personal andprofessional life,
it's all a process to Kriley. And he hopes the
process of winning will come often for his
team this year.
A justifiable hope for a hard working,
hometown guy.
"I'm doing my dream job
in my hometown. That's
pretty unheard of."
Dan Kriley
"Though life is crazy
and hectic for all of us,
you keep working hard to
reach your potential."
Dan Kriley
Jackie Canchola / The Spectator
Women s basketball coach Dan Kriley comesfrom afamily that has
followedSeattle University basketballsince its Division I days.
Men's team
ready for
regular
season
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Upcoming Redhawk Sporting Events:
Fri. Nov. 17,6 p.m. Women's basketballvs. Notre Dame
De Namurat Belmont, CA.
Fri. Nov. 17, 7 p.m. Men's basketball vs. Sonoma State
at Connolly Center.
Sat. Nov. 18, 2 p.m. Women's basketball vs. Ca! State
Los Angeles at Belmont, CA.
Sat. Nov. 18, 7 p.m. Men's basketbatl vs. Ashland at
Connolly Center.
Redhawk freshmen making big contributions
Nicholas Lollini
lollinin@seattleu.edu
Both SU men's and women's swim teams
continued to ride their early season success, as
each captured decisive wins over Whitworth
College in Spokane, Wash, last Friday.
The teams have incurred just one loss this
season, in October against Simon Frasier.
"Compared to lastyear we've been working
a lot harder. Training is more intense and this
year we have a strength training workout," said
Francesca Reale, junior marketing/manage-
ment major. "Our women's team has really
clicked. We're out there cheering for each
other, and it has really helped."
In the meet against Whitworth the men's
team dominated, winning 10 of 11 events
and ultimately winning 150-53, a 97 point
margin.
Bryson Chiu and Doug Djang, both fresh-
men, placed at the top oftheirrespective events
on multiple occasions. Djang placed first in
the 200-yard IM 1:58.14, while Chiu placed
second. In addition, Djang placed first in the
100-yardbreaststroke and Chiu placed first in
the 100-yard backstroke. Both also competed
in the 200-yard medley relay along with Chris
Coley, senior and Logan McNutt, sophomore,
placing first after clocking in at 1:38.01.
"We have a really strong freshman class,"
said Lindsey Gall, senior diagnostic-ultra-
sound major. "We look toward them as a huge
contributor and that in turn gives us more
strength and motivation to do well too."
Dwight Thompson, senior, earned the top
spot in the 1000-yard freestyle with a time
of 9:59.56, as well as a third place finish in
the 500 free.
sophomore and Mc-
Nutt clocked in with
an identical time of
22.16 in the 50 free
and Bevers placed
second in the 100free.
GordonSmith, junior,
placed first inboth the
100and 200 free with
times of 48.58 and
1:45.01 respectively.
"Whitworth is a
team that has made
the transition to Di-
vision 111 very well.
They have been able
to compete very suc-
cessfully," said Craig
Mallery, head coach. "It's great to have an in
state rival that competes at a similar level."
Though the women's team did not dominate
the first place finishes as the men's team did,
winning only five of 11 events, the depth ofthe
team earned them multiple second and third
place finishes, which propelled the team to a
120-85 victory.
"We have the greatest depth of quality
of swimmers that we have ever had. To be
truly competitive we need 18-20 swimmers,"
said Mallery. "We have some very strong
swimmers; the quality of this team has been
unmatched."
Members of the women's 200 medley relay,
Reale, Gall, Erin Matthew, seniorand Sarah
Shannon, sophomore, placed first with a time
of 1:52.72.Kristie Rice, senior, also came out
on top of the 200 IM with a time of 2:13.99
Gall earned a first place finish in the 100-
yard butterfly and Reale placed first in the
100 backstroke.Alex Weiss, freshman, placed
second in the 1000 free and third in the 100
butterfly respectively. Matthew placed sec-
ond in the 100 breaststroke and third in the
200 IM.
The team faces a break in their season, as
their next competition is scheduled for Dec.
13, in Riverside, CA, against California Bap-
tist University. After competing against Cal
Baptist, the team will gear up for the Univer-
sity of Nevada Las Vegas Invite, where the
team hopes to earn additional NCAA cuts.
"Our goal this year is to try to create a very
competitive program, so that swimmers are
challenged to go to the next level," said Mal-
tery. "We've been working hard as a team
to support each other, and there has been a
tremendous return."
So far this season theRedhawk swimteams
have posted two NCAA "B" cuts. Weiss and
Elizabeth Hanohano, freshman, both achieved
"B" cuts earlier this season.
"We have a really strong freshman class,"
said Gall. "We look toward them as a huge
contributor and that in turn gives us more
strength and motivation to do well too."
Though swimming is an individualized
sport, the aspect of competing as a team is
a subtle, yet present element that ties the
teams together. Even though the competition
is dominated by individual achievements
each participant uses the leverage of their
teammate's success and support to motivate
themselves.
"People who get the "B" cuts early in the
season motivate us," said Reale. "When other
people swim fast it motivates us. Everyone has
been like that, everyone wants to go faster."
According to Mallery, much of the com-
petition during the course of the season takes
place while swimmers are fatigued and un-
rested. Yet many members of this year's team
continue to improve despite the less than ideal
conditions.
While the team acknowledges that there are
areas in whichthere is room for improvement,
such as with the technicalities of starts, turns
and relays, the early success in competition
and what team members call a "really good
coaching staff," the team is looking toward the
rest of the season with hopeful anticipation.
"Individual improvements in events are
things that keep people happy and moti-
vated," said Mallery. "Of course conference
championships provide a highly competitive
domain, and we want to compete on a national
level."
Nicholas Lollini / The Spectator
The women s 200-yard medley relay contributed to SU's victory
over UAF inBothell by winning by only afraction ofa second.
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Men's soccer lacks early defense in Durango
Brenda Stice
sticeb@seattleu.edu
After an uphill battle to the postseason,
upsetting California State University
Dominguez Hills and then traveling to Du-
rango Colo, to take on the Fort Lewis Col-
lege Skyhawks, the Seattle University men's
soccer team lost, 5-2, in the NCAA Division
II Men's Soccer Tournament quarterfinals,
thus ending their 2006 season.
During the match, both teams saw much
early scoring, however, Seattle ceased to
make defensive stops throughout.
"We played a very good team and we
played in a very tough environment," said
Agoos, head coach. "They're used to playing
at 7,000 ft. elevation."
The Skyhawks, defending national cham-
pions, got an early lead on the Redhawks by
scoring in the seventh minute of play on a
cross pass in the box. The goal, on a header,
would be repeated just two minutes later,
giving Fort Lewis the lead at 2-0.
Seattle answered back a little over a min-
ute into the second half on a shot by Sean
Rawson, sophomore defender, which erased
half the deficit.
Seattle's defense continued to take a beat-
ing further into the second half as the Sky-
hawks notched two more goals in the 57th
and 64th minutes. The first off a rebound
and the second on a free-kick.
Fort Lewis showed no mercy on their
homefield and in the 68th minute, converted
on the fourth header for the match which
landed them a 5-1 lead.
John Fishbaugher, junior midfielder,
scored the Redhawks only other goal of
the game in the final six minutes of their
season.
The score would remain, 5-2, with the
Skyhawks remaining undefeated in their
postseason.
"I think they have a very good chance at
getting to the finals, I wouldn'tbe surprised
if they were national champs," said Agoos.
"I have the utmost respect for them."
Sophomore Redhawk goalie, Jordan Jen-
nings, contributed five saves in a game that
Fort Lewis outshot Seattle, 20-7.
"They, [Fort Lewis], have quality players
in a lot of positions. We played well and
battled for most of the game," said Agoos.
"I wouldn't change a whole lot, but I would
like to play them again. I can guarantee that
they wouldn't score five goals."
Although the season is over, the team
finished much further than expected. With
a 12-8-1 record, the Redhawks went on to
win part of the GNAC title, the fifth time
in the last six seasons. They also took the
Far West Region title for the second time
in three years.
"We definitely wanted to prove something
to [the region]. We should be the one going
on instead of anybody else," said Peter Mul-
lenbach, sophomore defender. "It was more
of a message to the rest of the region, we
definitely deserve this."
Seattle placed four players on the GNAC
All-Star Team which included Pat Thomas,
senior midfielder, Jason Cascio, junior
midfielder, Eric Forner, junior defender, and
sophomore defender Cameron Mertens.
Cascio was also named GNAC Player of
the Year for his efforts this season ending
with 16 goals and 33 points - a conference
high.
After winning the Far West Region, Se-
attle placed five players on the Daktronics
All-Far West Region Team. Both Cascio and
Fishbaugher received first team recognitions,
whileThomas, Hans Esterhuizen, senior de-
fender and Adam Jensen, senior midfielder,
all received second team nominations.
The Redhawks will lose a total of six
players to graduation and eligibility factors
after this season, which includes Thomas,
Esterhuizen, McLean Reiter, midfielder,
Elliot Fauske, midfielder, Chris Sorensen,
goalie and Jensen.
"It will be difficult to replace a great group
of seniors, I think that Jason [Cascio], John
[Fishbaugher], Dustin [Allbery], Craig [Bu-
itrago].. .have had great years," said Agoos.
"I am excited to have them as the older guys
and have them lead the team."
According to Mullenbach, Agoos isn't the
only one looking forward to next season's
potential.
"Going into next year I think everyone's
feeling excited to start, even though we just
finished," he said. "The fact that we made
it as far as we did this year gives us a lot of
confidence. We can do great things."
This being his first year, Agoos is certainly
looking forward to next season and has made
plans to have his team working out in the
near future.
"I think it was a good season, I'm proud of
the guys. I'm not satisfied, but it's something
to build off of," said Agoos. "SU will con-
tinue to be a team that challenges for the Na-
tional Championship,and that's the program
I want.. .that's the reason I came here."
Fair-weather fans in rainy city
Sean Towey
Sports Commentary
toweys@seattleu.edu
I'll admit it; I am a fair-weather fan. In
many cities this would be social suicide.
However, in Seattle, my type runs rampant.
Many citizens of the "metronatural" city
believe "fair-weather fans" are people who
drink their coffee outside during the last few
sunny days of fall.
And yes, I do realize that 80 percent of the
people reading this have just moved on to the
next article.
But to those who stuck around, don't get
me wrong here. People from the Northwest
are amazing fans.. .when the team is perform-
ing well. Mike Holmgren will attest to that.
But if they aren't, our favorite books and
coffee drinks never cease to please.
A perfect example is the current situation
with the Super Sonics and the Storm. There
is a chance, I would say a strong one, that
the only two professional teams that have
brought national championships into town
will be moving to Oklahoma City.
And frankly, nobody cares. Or at least not
enough people to do anything about it. Yet
I am willing to bet if the Sonics went unde-
feated and won a national championship, the
money for a new stadium would suddenly
appear from the pockets of local Microsoft
millionaires.
Husky football provides another glaring
glance into Seattle sports fans'fickle attitude.
Even though the Seahawks sucked, the Hus-
kies always came through. They consistently
beat the Cougars, they crushed the Ducks and
they brought glory to Seattle sports.
University of Washington officials remain
confident the fans will return with the bowl
games.
Does anybody remember when Seattle was
a baseball city? You know, the Mariners?
They play in that building next to Qwest
Field? No, I don't either. I meln, that wap
way back in the 1990'5.
We have learned how to become rabid,
intense, brilliant fans in this city for a winning
team. The missing piece is learning how to
cheer for a losing one.
Ihave a friend who has only seen his father
cry one time: when the Seahawks won the
NFC Championship and went to Superbowl
XL. That is a fan. His father never sold his
season tickets, even when they went by "the
Suckhawks." My friend's first word was
"Seahawk." That is beautiful.
Us fair-weather fans can take notes from
the brave, brilliant men above, as well as from
the Green Bay Packers. 1|
Season tickets have been sold out at Lam-
beauField on ayearly basis since 19601 It has
soldout every game, even though the Packers
1know manyofus feel thatifa Seattle team
could string together multiple successful sea-
sons, then fans woMdbe more committed. If
the Mariners had followed theirrecord setting
season by going to the World Series, then a
lot more people wouldattend Safeco now that
they are going through a rough patch.
But Husky football counters that claim.
The University of Washington was the Uni-
versity of Southern California in its day. But
apparently the past does not fill sports seats
iji Seattle.
;'' Being a sports fan is believing in something
bigger than yourself. It is a city coming to-
gether,putting aside differences, and cheering
on groups of superior physical creatures.
We have no problem showing our pride
when we're winning, it is time to retain our
pride when we lose.
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Editorial
For a society to properly function
there is one ethical concept that must
dominate the others: the accountability
of the individual. But in 2006, it seems
like nobody wants to take responsibil-
ity for their actions, regardless of how
wrong they may have been.
While this issue used to dominate
the realm ofpolitics for the masses to
watch with a bemused attitude from
the comfort oftheir homes, it has now
transcended to literally everyrealm of
public society.
The "accountability crisis" is hard
to deny, as it is the general emotional
response of humans: we do not like
being proven wrong and when we
are, there is often resistance to ac-
cepting that fact. But as young adults
preparing to carve out our place in
the world, university students must
realize that taking responsibility for
their actions is the binding element of
social justice.
In recent news headlines, individu-
als within our society have failed to
acknowledge their mistakes - some
are students; others are professionals
already in the "real world." In both
cases, the lack of accountability is
disheartening to say the least.
Lately, around Seattle University's
campus, elected students leaders have
not been fulfilling the tasks that they
were hired to complete. For some, it
appears that a professional agreement
is binding only to the point that the in-
dividual feels comfortable; when they
don't, or when a better opportunity
comes along, the plans are abandoned
with little regard for the people or
organizations left hanging.
The problem is that student leaders
in high ranking positions have es-
sentially failed those they serve - the
failure of two ASSU representatives
to attend weekly meetings has limited
the scope of their involvement within
the organization, and at SEAC, the
person originally put in charge of
planning Fall Ball dropped off the
job despite having completed close
to nothing.
The accountability issue was high-
lighted even further with the visit of
Carolyn Ho to campus last Thursday.
Ho's son, First Lieutenant Ehren
Watada of the U.S. Army, is facing a
court martial for his failure to deploy
to Iraq.
Watada argues that the war is "il-
legal" and based on false information
provided by President Bush. While
this may be the case, for Watada to
place the blame on someone else
within days of his deployment - when
it was his decision to enlist in the mili-
tary in the first place - is a classic case
of not accepting responsibility.
Admittedly, his situation is a painful
one to watch, and one that represents
the greater issue of questioning within
the American military. But this does
not mask the fact that his media-sawy
campaign against the "evil" United
States government is little more than
an attempt to get out of a hole he dug
when he enlisted in the Army. An en-
listment, it should be noted, that took
place after the Iraq war had already
begun in 2003.
Everybody slips up sometimes. The
issue can be as small as forgetting to
study for a test or as large as sign-
ing your future away to defend your
country.
Some may thinkthat small-scale ac-
countability issues will just disappear
once students graduate college. But as
the actions of figures such as Watada
and former presidents Bill Clinton and
Richard Nixon will prove, it just gets
worse. The level of accountability is
what will make or break the success
of our generation. Until everyone has
stepped up to the plate and is willing
to live with the decisions they make
- regardless of how high or low they
are in the social ladder - none of us
can expect a productive future.
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Nicholas Lollini, Megan Peter, Brenda Stice, Lauren Padgett and Rob Lα Gatta. Signed
commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of the spectator
Democratic victory should
be seen as win for everyone
Erik Nielsen
erik@kythra.net
The campaigns are over and the yard
signs are being taken down. As ofTuesday,
all the results are in.
While it was unfortunate that Darcy
Burner could not bring an end to Dave
Reichert's horribly misguided and uncar-
ing reign of evil in the Bth District, I still
have reason to celebrate: Washington, D.C.
is no longer a one-party town.
Whether you are a Democrat, a Repub-
lican or something else, this is a victory.
It is very difficult for a political party, es-
pecially one as beholden to large corpora-
tions as the Republican party hasbecome,
to protect the interests of the average
American when there is no check on the
party's authority.
As Senator JohnMcCain said following
the change ofpower, "We came to change
the government, but the government
changed us."
While it goes withoutsaying that things
will change in Iraq, the Democrat victories
also promise some positive change on the
domestic front.
Democrat control of the Legislative
branch is especially important given the
cowboy style of governing that President
Bush favors. By being forced to work with
a potentially hostile congress, Bush faces
a choice: should he actively work with
Congress in a bipartisan manner, a 2004
promise he has yet to fulfill, or will he
wieldhis veto power and thus become the
ultimate "lame duck" president?
He will have ample opportunity to
decide as the legislation likely to appear
on his desk includes such diverse issues
as raising the minimum wage, enacting
the security recommendations of the 9/11
commission and cutting the interest rates
on student loans - all issues opposed by
Bush and his party.
The piece of legislation that I predict
will cause Bush the most consternation,
however, is likely to be an expansion of
federal fundingfor stem-cell research. This
will be especially interesting, as Bush has
already vetoed the expansion of funding
after it was passed by a Republican-major-
ity congress.
With the Democrat gains, I believe
that there will be a "veto-proof major-
ity - enough support that, should Bush
veto, the veto would be overturned - for
this issue. The loss ofpolitical power that
comes from having one's veto overturned
is a blow that, historically, presidents are
unable to overcome.
Even more interesting than potential
legislation are the internal House rules
that the Democrats intend to introduce.
In order to fight corruption, the Demo-
crat leadership plans to implement strict
rules to reduce the power of lobbyists on
Congress, something that the Republican
leadership was unwilling to do.
In the name of fiscal responsibility, the
Democrats also hope to reenact "Pay As
You Go"rules. These rules are very simple,
only requiring that the budget always be
balanced. If legislation is introduced to cut
taxes, then a corresponding cut in expenses
must also be made.
If a bill introducedwould spend any fed-
eral funds, then it must include a source of
funding. These rules are simply common
sense; I wouldn't lease a car unless I had
a way to make the monthly payments and
Congress shouldn't cut taxes orspend more
money unless they have a way to keep the
nation's budgetbalanced. This policy was
one of the reasons that the budget, during
the Clinton presidency, remainedbalanced
and, unfortunately, these rules were among
the first the Republican partyrevoked after
Bush became president.
Beyond the internal mechanics of Con-
gress, I also believe that with the change
in parties we Americans will also see a sig-
nificantly more open and honest Congress.
This will be due to one very simple fact:
our new Speaker will be a woman.
Because Nancy Pelosi will be the first
female Speaker of the House as well as
the highest ranking female elected official
in U.S. history, she will have to prove her
worthiness to America. While it is unfortu-
nate that in modern-day America there are
still gender barriers, in this case America
benefits from what Pelosi refers to as the
"marble ceiling." While this situation is
unfair to her, it doesprovide an incentive
for her to be the best Speaker in American
history.
By having to prove herself against the
gender-bias, she has an extra incentive to
be not just adequate, but extraordinary.
While this is a tough burden to bear, it
empowers all women who wish to enter
politics. It also should go without saying
that if she is as successful a Speaker as I
believe she will be, it sets her up nicely for
a presidential bid should she so desire.
See what Imean about the election being
a victory for everyAmerican?
Needless to say, Bush was wrong.
The terrorists have not won; the average
American has.
I'll leave you with what Pelosi said
following the Democrat victory: "Today
we have made history, now let's make
progress."
"In order to fight corrup-
tion, the Democratic lead-
ership plans to implement
strict rules to reduce the
power of lobbyists..."
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OPINION
Drug use: an issue of health, not national security
Leah Newcomb
newcombl@seattleu.edu
Imagine a world where all drugs were legal.
Perhaps it is a frightening mental image.
Imagine a weekend with your friends.
Maybe you'd drop acid, have a few beers
and later shoot up heroin. It's all legal now,
so why not?
The more important question is: why are
you doing those drugs in the first place?
Drug use shouldbe treated, above all, as a
healthconcern. With the current legislation in
the United States, most drugs are treated as a
legal concern, which creates unnecessary red
tape that prevents drug users and addicts from
getting adequate and prompt help.
In the Netherlands, there is a rather unique
policy in place with regard to drug use.
While laws regarding drug use are similar to
most European countries, drug use is treated
primarily as a health concern. Drugs that are
perceived as less harmful, like cannabis and
hallucinogenic mushrooms, are permitted
for personal use with minimal legal ramifi-
cations.
Even as such, the percentage of drug users
in the Netherlands is quite comparable to
that in other countries. The legality ofa drug
seems to have little to do with the prevalence
of drug use.
In 2003,Seattle passed Initiative75, which
made the possession of marijuana the "low-
est law enforcement priority." This initiative
freed law enforcement agencies from wast-
ing undue attention on the legal concerns of
drug use.
What would happen if the United States
were to fully legalize drug manufacture and
use?
In order to avoid commercial exploitation,
strict regulations would be necessary so that
drug manufacturers would not be allowed to
advertise theirproducts. Comprehensivedrug
education would become essential.
Primary attention wouldbe given to creat-
ing drugrehabilitation programs and regulat-
ing the drug trade.
Legalizing drugs does most assuredly not
mean government approval; instead it frees a
significant amount of nationalattention to de-
vote to the health concerns that drugs pose.
Legalizing drugs in the United States is one
way to effectively deal with drug concerns.
It seems hypocritical that some drugs, like
tobacco and alcohol, which can cause a great
deal of harm to one's health are legal, while
other drugs considered less dangerous are
illegal.
However, making either alcohol or to-
bacco illegal seems rather improbable. Do
the phrases "prohibition" and "temperance"
ring any bells?
On one end ofthe drug trade, legalized drug
manufacture would give the government a
venue to regulate the quality and content of
what is currently a black market trade, thus
minimizing the dangers drugusers encounter
in the mere purchase of the product.
Many will recall George Bush saying, in
late 2001, that "if you quit drugs, you join the
fight against terror in America." His rationale
was that many terrorist programs are funded
by the money from drug trafficking. Ironi-
cally, however, the claim has been made that
the reason that drugtrafficking is so profitable
is because of the legal risks involved.
On the other end of the drug trade, legal-
ized drug use would remove the government
further from the private life of American
citizens. Law enforcement agencies could
devote attention to concerns that are harmful
to society rather than individuals. Budget
money could be moved away from the cost
ofdealing with drug users legally and instead
toward healthprograms.
It is clear that legalizing drugs could be
an important step in fixing the problems that
drug users impose on society. However, the
process of making drugs legal would be a
slow and careful one, if it is even possible
at all.
This past election, Nevada had a ballotmea-
sure which would have essentially legalized
marijuana possession and production, within
certain limitations. The measure failed.
If the public truly intends to deal with drug
concerns, then we must change the way the
government conducts its drug policy. There
are more effective ways to deal with theprob-
lems that surround drug use, and instead of
utilizing a punitive and archaic legal system,
we need to move toward one that promotes
social awareness.
Global warming, not trans fat,
is America's pressing issue
Mallory Gitt
gittm@seattleu.edu
Trans fat is "an unsaturated fat formed
during the hydrogenation ofvegetable oils to
produce margarine," according to the Micro-
soft Encarta College Dictionary.
Is this "hydrogenated" fat going to bring us
closer to some cataclysmic disaster? Is trans
fat really an imminent problem, clouding
America's future? If we don't stop trans fat
use, what impending dangers will befall us?
The City ofNew York apparently sees this
as a particularly dangerous threat, and many of
its citizens agree. The city's Board of Health
has recently been considering a ban on trans
fat use in the city's restaurants. This policy is
trivial in the context of the real, substantive
problems currently facing the United States.
Additionally, the moral implications of
gay marriage and abortion rights heavily in-
fluenced the political landscape in the recent
midterm elections. While these matters are
certainly nowhere near as trivial as the ban
of trans fat in NYC's restaurants, they are
certainly issues that affect a relatively few
number ofpeople. They just do not have the
far-reaching, potentially devastating conse-
quences that other areas do.
An issue that should truly carry weight in
our contemporary political arena is that of
global climate change.
Human actions, our actions and our inac-
tion, are undeniably the source of potentially
catastrophic climate changes. In fact, therehas
been a marked acceleration of these changes,
even in our short lifetimes.
Further damage is likely to occur.
Sea levels will rise, more than the four to
eight inches they have in the past century,
by an additional 19-37 inches by 2100. This
will lead to extensive coastal flooding and it
doesn't takemuch imagination to picture what
that would lead to.
We, as a planet, would experience an in-
crease of hurricanes, droughts and wildfires.
We will see the temperature rise even greater
than the four degrees (F) that part of the U.S.
has already seen. We will continue to experi-
ence more intense hurricanes. The world's
polar ice cap will continue to melt by nine
percent a decade, ifnot more.
By most accounts, we have just twenty
years to vigorously work on reversing these
damaging effects. That means we literally
haveto start now. We cannot implement minor
changes and then wait until 2012 to "review
progress" and thenperhaps take more drastic
action, as President Bush's long-term plan to
c6mbat global warming calls for.
It's time for us, as citizens, to demandaction
on climate change from our senators, congress
members and other elected officials. We need
to stop parrying about such pathetic issues as
trans fat content in foods and realize that we
are facing an enormous problem in global
warming.
It is almost guaranteed that the burdens of
this unfortunate circumstance will fall to our
generation and the generation of our future
children. We have to take an active role now
by voicing our concerns. If we cease to cite
abortion and gay marriage as ourchiefpolitical
concerns, elected leaders willbe forced politi-
cally to respond.
While it may not be-as-glamorous4awrite
a letter to your senator asking for drastic cuts
in automobile emissions instead of on the
contentious subject of abortion, this is what
needs to happen.
We need to call for the creation of a larger
market for renewable energy sources such as
wind and solar.
We need to nationally follow California's
example and impose strenuous decreases in
the amount ofemissions, rather than the paltry
ones set forth by the Bush administration.
We need to urge the government to ratify
theKyoto Protocol and to include developing
nations in such a global effort.
We needto push Congress to impose greater
taxes on the highest polluters, making such
business practices financially unappealing.
While the implementation of these poli-
cies and others like them will be costly, the
amount will be significantly less than what
the cost may be ifwe wait and the problems
worsen.
We are the unfortunate inheritors of our
predecessors' ignorance, miscalculations and
sheer dismissal of this looming problem. As
such, we are obligated to take the bold and
unpopular, but ultimately necessary, stance
of advocating a more sound environmental
policy.
If we choose to ignore this challenge, we
will certainly no longer have the luxury to
debate the moral implications ofgay marriage
and abortion, let alone the evils oftrans fat. We
will be too preoccupied with the catastrophic
damage of the impending climate change we
ignored.
SU should punish students
who possess violent porn
Lisa Weitkemper
weitkemp@seattleu. edu
Intense discourse surrounds the issue of
violent pornography in American society.
Some believe government leaders should
abolish sexualized violence all together,
while others suggest a more liberal ap-
proach to uphold individual rights to free
expression.
Without a doubt, the truth lies in the
feminist approach to violent pornography.
Americans should eliminate it without
debate. The true blame lies not within the
mainstream media, but within us as con-
sumers, thepeople who purchase and view
the distasteful vulgarity.
Violentpornography affects a great num-
ber of people, college students included.
Somewhere in America, a woman is raped
every two minutes, according to the U.S.
Department of Justice. One out of four
women will be sexually assaulted on a
college campus.
With these statistics in mind, Housing
and Residence Life as well as Public Safety
should actively limit the impact such filth
has on our campus by enforcing rules
against hardcore, violentpornography and
creating consequences for those in violation
of the campus-wide code ofconduct.
Before action against lovers of violent
pornography can take place, however, it
seems necessary to define what exactly vio-
lent pornography entails and how it differs
from soft porn or the nonviolent kind that
should find no punishment at SU.
I am not suggesting that we should no
longer allow Playboy magazine in theresi-
dence halls. Erotica that depicts women as
consenting participants in sexual encoun-
tersneeds no regulation, for it harms no one.
The type ofpornography that concerns me
goes much further than Hugh Hefner could
even imagine.
As the Stanford Encyclopedia ofPhiloso-
phy states: "Pornography might be defined,
not as sexually explicit material that is
obscene, but as that sexually explicit mate-
rial that harms women." In other words, the
material in question features violence that
appears life threatening or likely to result
in serious injury.
Indeed, violentpornography endorses fe-
male subordination. Italso stereotypes men
as indulging in the practice ofviolent sexual
behavior, giving the impression thata "real
man" in touch with his masculinity would
act out in a manner as to harm women.
A proudly Jesuit institution, Seattle
University should abide by the commu-
nity standards of social justice, security,
equality and most of all, dignity. Images
ofviolent rape and sexualtorture objectify
women as sluts or bimbos and encourage
sexual predators to act on their perverted
desires.
If the Seattle University administration
thinks perverts do not exist on campus, they
might want to look again.
In contrast, other countries understand
what appears in good taste and what does
not. As recently as Aug. 30 of this year,
BBC News announced the plans of the
English to make the possession of violent
porn punishable by three years in jail.
The new legislation passed following a
campaign by Liz Longhurst, whose daugh-
ter was brutally murderedby a man addicted
to watching violent pornography. Graham
Coutts spent hours scanning footage of
women being strangled and raped before
he strangled Jane, a Brighton schoolteacher.
The new law will cover pornography both
online and offline, according to The Scots-
man News.
Violent smut has no place in European
society and it has no place in American
society either. The importance of tackling
abuse and discrimination wherever it ap-
pears should outweigh the sexual urges
and fetishes of sex-obsessed extreme porn
addicts.
To cut violent pornography out of our
lives completely means taking action where
it matters most - in our hometowns, where
we can truly make a difference.
The mass mediated public should not
ignore the exploitation and oppression of
women through the dehumanizing images
of abusive sexual fantasy. Violent pornog-
raphy takes the intimacy and affection out
of sex, harming relationships.
Contrary to popularbelief, women do not
enjoy being coerced, abused, dominated or
degraded.
Ideally, women of all ages should enjoy
sexually explicit material just as much as
men do, but we cannot enjoy sexual ex-
pression that hurts us and should not feel
expected to in order to have fulfilling sex
lives of our own.
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Public Safety
Nov. 5, 5:50 a.m.
Suspicious Circumstance
An RA discovered a strong
odor of marijuana in one of
the campus residence halls.
Public Safety and RA's checked
the area and could not locate
anyone using the drug.
Nov. 7, 10 a.m.
Property Damage
A delivery truck pulled onto the
lawn of the 11th Avenue mall,
and its rear wheel sunk up to the
axel. Public Safety documented
the incident, and the truck was
towed out.
Nov. 7, 3 p.m.
Trespass Warning
Public Safety responded to call
of non-affiliates loitering in the
restroom of Sullivan Hall. When
the officers entered a male
started cussing at them. Public
Safety and the Seattle Police
Department issued trespassing
warnings to the two males
inside.
Nov. 7, 3:25 p.m.
Disturbance and Threat
Public safety was contacted by
a student in the Lemieux Library
reporting that a second student
threatened to beat him up when
he was asked to not talk so loud
on his cell phone. Public Safety
contacted the other student,
identified him, advised him of
the rules and forwarded the
situation to the conduct system.
Nov. 7, 4:25 p.m.
Trespass Warning
Public Safety gave a trespass
warning to a non-affiliate who
said he entered Sullivan Hall
to get out of the rain. Officers
found the male going through
the student refrigerator, and
escorted him off campus.
Nov. 7,11:35 p.m.
Bio-Hazard Safety
Public Safety received a report
from an RA of blood in the
elevator of an undisclosed
residence hall. Upon inspection,
they found blood smeared
on the elevator wall and
notified janitorial services, who
responded and cleaned up the
elevator.
Nov. 8,10 a.m.
Trip and Fall
Public Safety received a report
from a student on the North
End of the Bannan building who
described they tripped and fell
on the stairs, but did not suffer
Malicious Mischief
The janitorial staff in an
undisclosed residence hall
reported that, for the second day
in a row, someone had thrown
flour all over a men's shower
and created a substantial mess.
Public Safety documented the
incident.
Campus Voice
played song or artist?
Photos and interviews by Megan Peter
5£S.
s^ss
"'Cornerstone
, from
Blue Scholars."
Andy Wilburn, freshman pre-ma]or
'"Before He Cheats,
,
CarrieUnderwood."
Jamie Fredrick, freshman
nursing major
"'Wide Open Spaces'from
the Dixie Chicks."
Michelle Pirzaden, sophomore
nursing major
'»^Ssr
<<<Mmmßop' by Hanson.
Anthony Devito, freshman
computer science major
"'Firefly, *'ol, *
Breaking Benjamin."
Alan Chun, freshman
civil engineering major
"The Ding Dong
Song' by Ctintner."
BrianWilkman, freshman
history major
"'Portions for Foxes' by
Rilo Kiley."
MollyWarden, sophomore business
marketing major
"Shimmy »V «""*?,'
Turn,, by hellogoodtoye.
Britney Fitspatrick, freshman
